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SEMI-ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT NO 13
November 1, 1979 - May 1, 1980
APPLICATION OF REMOTE SENSING TO STATE AND REGIONAL PROBLEMS
I.	 INTRODUCTION
The major purpose of the Remote Sensing Applications Program
is to interact with units of local, State, and federal government
and to utilize Landsat data to develop methodology and provide data
which will be used in a fashion sucn that a concrete, specific action
will be taken by the cooperating agency. The attainment of this goal
is dependent upon identification of agency problems which are immedi-
ate in nature, and subject to at least parti- 1 solution through the use
of remotely sensed data.
Other subsidiary objectives include the development of a trained
staff from the faculty of Mississippi State University who are capable
of attacking the varied problems presented by the respective State
agencies; the training of students in various University academic
courses at both the undergraduate and graduate levels; the dissemina-
tion of information and knowledge through workshops, seminars, and
short courses; and the development of a center of expertise and an
operational laboratory for training and assistance to cooperating
agencies.
2II. GENERAL PROGRAM PROGRESS
Within the past six months, three separate agencies have taken
actions or made decisions based, to ^ large extent, on data supplied
by applications projects. The N;:-;bi%sippi Natural Heritage Program
has contracted with three botanists to visit 25 sites initially
identified by Applications Program personnel as possible unique ecolog-
ical communities (see Section III F). 	 These sites were identified
by Landsat and aircraft data and are located in the potential lignite
mining area of Mississippi which extends from Quitman County in the
northwest to Lauderdale and Kemper Counties in the southcentral part
of the State.
Mr. Ray Gildea, Lowndes-Columbus Civil Defense Director, reports
that, based upon new modeling efforts with the Lowndes County Landsat-
Based Information System, the Lowndes County Board of Supervisors will
probably initiate construction of a new fire substation as early as
next year upon a location selected by the hazard-risk models (see
Section III A). The Board further indicated that construction of two
additional substations will take place in the future.
	 All three sites
were identified by the hazard modeling effort of Mr. Gildea and Program
personnel.
Mr. Leroy Urie, President of the Harrison County Board of Super-
visors, has stated that the Board is following up on recommendations
made in the Beach Erosion Report, and has let a contract for an
additional 5000 ft of beach to be treated in actively eroding areas
(Section III C).
3III.	 PROJECT PROGRESS REPORTS
A. Remote Sensing Applications in Land Use Plannin -
owndes ounty
Objective
Tu develop a Landsat-based data management system that will
provide variables and data which can be used by the County Tax
Assessor, the Civil Defense Director, and the Lowndes County Board
of Supervisors, and for employment in the land use planning func-
tion by the Golden Triangle Planning and Development District and
the Mississippi Research and Development Center.
Accomplishments
In response to a request by Mr. Ray Gildea, acting in his
capacity of County Fire Coordinator, three new variables were added
to the Lowndes County Landsat-Based Information System. A complete
summary of past actions and present uses of the Information System
is given in Appendix I, which represents a paper prepared by Mr.
Gildea and presented at the 1980 Annual Meeting of the Association
of American Geographers, Lexington, Ky. The excerpt reproduced below
illustrates the most recent action taken by the Lowndes County Board
of Supervisors.
"In addition to using the new fire performance varia-
bles, models were created to identify prime growth areas
where possible future demands for fire service may develop.
Existing fire potential models were also determined by com-
bining the following factors: the location of high and low
density residential development, the location of major arter-
ials, rail lines and crossings, the location of airports and
major industries. This information was weighted and inte-
third
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grated with fire occurrence data to set priorities for the
locations of future fire substations. After manipulatiny
service area boundaries based on past performance, future
growth areas, Lhc location of existing development, and
transportation routes, departments were able to deterO ne
where service was saLIsfactory and where additional facil-
ities might be needed.
As a result, three sites gave been identified for sub-
stations. Members of the Board of Supervisors have indica-
ted that construction might begin next year on the first
of these sites.
	 '.-lard-copy output depicting the fire vari--
abler was exhibited at Lowndes County Firemen's Appreci-
ation Day ceremonies held in February, 1900. The cell
based geo-information system advanced by Lowndes County
officials for hazard vulnerability analysis provides a
viable alternative to polygonal systems like the DIME
geobase."
5Bob. The product of this analysis illustrates the area within 461
feet of first, second or third order streams. The next two figures
illustrate the flexibiiity of the interactive system in updating vari-
ables. Figure 2 shows the original soil associations and the area to
be updated in yellow.
Fiqui u 2.	 The original variable of Soil Assot- iations in Lowndes
County.
After the area for change has been selected, any image segment within
this area can be given a new value and the result can be placed back
in the original image by a "replace" or an "add" command. Figure 3
shows the update area in dark blue.
tFigure 3. A corrected version of the Soil Associations variable.
The area changed is in dark blue.
Current Status
Work is continuing on tho development of more detailed data bases
for several small demonstration areas.
Plans
A CCT of recent date will be obtained, classified, and the updated
land cover information will replace the older cover data. County and
Federal officials will continue to be contacted and encou rayed to
utilize the system in the decision-making process. 	 '
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7B.	 Applications of Landsat Data to Strip Mine Inventor
and Reclamation
Objective
The objective of this project is to provide the Alabama Surface
Mining Reclamation Commission and the Geological Survey of Alabama
with the software and interpretative techniques for monitoring strip
mine occurrence and reclamation activities. The results will also
be provided to the Mississippi Geological, Economic, and Topographic
Survey - the State agency which is responsible for administering the
surface mining law in Mississippi.
Accomplishments
The decision tree classifier still awaits testing and valida-
tion with respect to temporal extension. As mentioned in the 12th
Semi-Annual Progress Report, the CCT of March 6, 1979, was found
to be faulty and nad to be returned to EROS.
A CCT of March 15, 1979, was obtained. After some initial
problems resulting from format :hanges, the tape was input into
the decision tree classifier with very poor results. The results
were so pocr that a detailed analysis of the data on the new CCT
was undertaken.	 It is the opinion of J. L. Solomon that the data
on the tape are in error. EROS was contacted regarding this con-
cern; they could find no "error" and concluded that the master tape
appeared to be in good order.
8The following examples provide some evidence as to the con-
cern for the information on the CCTs:
Table 1
Comparison of	 Signatures of Forest and Water Between	 1977 and 1979 CCTs
FOREST (SIGNATURES)	 "TYPES" - MEAN VECTORS FOR 3 SUBCLASSES.
Band 4 Band 5 Band 6 Band 7
Original
	
CCT	 16.21 10.74 13.05 6.61
12.34 12.32 20.35 9.85
17.55 12.94 18.23 9.67
"New" CCT	 16.06 15.37 25.92 31.05
15.63 15.12 92.03 26.79
17.42 19.60 27.44 32.90
WATER ',SIGNATURES) "TYPES" - MEAN VECTORS FOR 3 SUBCLASSES.
Band 4	 Band 5	 Band 6	 Band 7
Original	 CCT	 14.89 12.05 8.09 1.40
13. 16 8.86 3.28 0.36
18.36 11.68 7. 79 2.23
"New" CCT	 22.12 18.00 7.02 3.83
2:.11 18.15 11.3 8.59
21.50 17.84 9.05 5.81
Climatological information for the week preceding March 15, 1979,
indicates nothing that would account for these large reflectance
changes (Note the behavior in Band 7 for the different forest
classes).
A User's Manual has been prepared by Dr. Nancy Freeman of the
Department of Mathematics, Mississippi State University. This guide
permits the average user to carry out the process beginning with LARSYS
formt•t tape to a classified output (Appendix II).
9Current Statas and Future Plans
H new CCT has been acquired and is now being processed. It is
felt that the final phase of this project can now be completed, and
will result in one of the following actions being taken:
1. Transferring the software to the appropriate agencies for
use in monitoring surface mine reclamation activity;
2. The classifier, as designed, does not allow for temporal
extension, -ind this approach will be discontinued;
3. ",;designing the classifier in light of new information
ac-, fi red during the testing and validation phase of the
projr-ct.
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C.	 Beach Erosion Control - Pass Christian
Objectives
	
i
'The overall project objective is to apply remote sensing tech-
nology to the delineation of zones of high erosion along the Pass	
'i
Christian Beach.
Specific objectives are:
1) To refine and adapt remote sensing techniques to identify
and define those beach areas along the Mississippi Gulf Coast at
Pass Christian, Mississippi, which are sources of wind-blown sand.
2) To develop automated procedures calibrated with ground
truth information and meteorological data for estimating zones of
sand movement origin.
3) To design sand stabilization or turbulence obstruction
features which, when appropriately located on the beach, will
reduce sand erosion, are aesthetically pleasing, and are consistent
with tourist attraction and use and local commercial activities.
Accomplishments
As indicated in Semi-Annual Progress Report #12, a small test
obstruction site was constructed in an actively eroding area of the
beach indicated by project results. Based upon the stabilization
achieved by this structure, the Harrison County Board of Supervisors
has taken the following actions:
1) The beach maintenance procedure has been modified by changing
times of maintenance, and by using different intensities of maintenance
work in the eroding areas.
11
2) Although the Board now feels that their tet section was too
small, they have had sufficiently positive results to let a contract
on an additional 5000 feet of obstruction installation and accompanying
landscaping as indicated by the project recommendations.
Current Status
Inactive.
Future Plans
Contact with the Board of Supervisors will be maintained and
encouragement provided to complete the study recommendations.
-
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D.	 White-Tailed Deer Habitat Evaluation Using Landsat Data
Objectives
In order to provide a basis for sound natural resource manage-
ment in Mississippi, the Mississippi Game and Fish Commission has
initiated the development of a State-wide data base system which
will be used to describe various components of Mississippi's eco-
systems	 The high priority of the white-tailed deer Odocoelius
virginiana) in the Commission's management policies dictates that
various types of deer "habitat" be mapped and evaluated on a State-
wide basis. These "habitats" will be delineated on the basis of
several biophysical variables.
Because of its synoptic and temporal characteristics, Landsat
multi-spectral scanner (MSS) data will be used as the basis for
vegetative evaluation. Both supervised and unsupervised classifica-
tion of the data will be performed to determine the most accurate
and the most cost-effective means of mapping vegetation. Other variables
used to evaluate deer habitat will be compiled from existing sources.
All data will be configured in a computer-assisted data base to facilitate
rapid and accurate habitat evaluation.
The project's objectives, in order of planned completion, are:
1. To determine those types of vegetative associations which are
of significance in managing Mississippi's white-tailed deer.
2. To determine which of several analytical procedures are most
effective in detecting these vegetation types using Landsat
MSS data.
61--1
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3.	 To configure this vegetation data, as well as other data
pertinent for habitat evaluation, in a computer-assisted
data base which will permit habitat description and evalua-
tion.
Accomplishments
Construction of the habitat data base for the Tallahala Game
Management Area (GMA) and analysis of Landsat Multi-spectral Scanner
(MSS) data for land cover at Tallahala have been the major concerns
of the project during the past 6 months.
Information concerning roads and trails, rights-of-way, streams
and ponds, soils associations, and political boundaries has been
configured in a habitat data base for the Tallahala GMA. This first
data base will be completed as a demonstration of the technique as well
as to test data base construction methods to be used for the other three
study areas.
The variables were digitized from 1:24,000 scale base maps at a
data base cell resolution of 2.5 acres (approximately 1 ha.) using the
Numonics digitizer/Texas Instrument Silent 700 Data Terminal equipment
of the Remote Sensing Applications Program. The data base is presently
maintained on the Mississippi State University (MSU) Univac 1100/80
computer.
Fall 1978 (1 November) and winter 1979 (26 February) MSS data
for Tallahala have been analyzed using the ISOCLS clustering processor
and CLASSIFY classifier processor of the EOD-LARSYS image analysis
package on the MSU Univac 1100/80 system.
.a,
1	 14
Two approaches have been employed. Large blocks of the study
area (3000-5000 acres) containing many vegetation types and small
blocks (100-200 acres) containing single forest types have both been
used as training fields in the ISOCLS clustering processor. This has
been done for both fall and winter. Initial evaluation indicates that
large samples work well in fall and smaller training fields work better
in winter. The presence of foliage in the fall, as expected, makes MSS
data from this season more effective in separating forest types than
data from winter.
Digital terrain data (topographic) ha-L been mapped from digital
tapes (National Cartographic Information Center) for the Tallahala GMA.
These data are presently on disk storage awaiting loading into the data
base.
At the request of the Department of Wildlife and Fisheries, MSU,
and the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department, a paper presenting an
overview of the data base approach was given at the Third Annual
Meeting of the Southeast Deer Study Group on 11 and 12 February 1980
at Stephen F. Austin State University, Nacogdoches, Texas. The text
of this paper is presented in Appendix III.
Many favorable comments were received including several requests
for documentation on our methods. These are being followed up at
present.
Current Status
MSS data analysis for the Tallahala GMA comprises approximately
85% of the present efforts for the project. Use of the ISOCLS processor
15
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continues with adjustments to the clustering sensitivity and the size
and number of training fields.
The results of each run are being evaluated by comparing the
computer-generated maps with the map produced by air photo interpreta-
tion and field observations. Planning for additional image analysis,
particularly unsupervised analysis and analysis using ratioed bands,
is in progress.
Future Plans
Once the digital terrain data for the Tallahala GMA have been
successfully configured in the data base, construction of data bases
for the other study areas will begin. This should start in May 1980
and be completed in August or September 1980.
ISOCLS/CLASSIFY processing will continue on the data for the
Tallahala area using spring and summer data. This should end in April
1980.
Unsupervised image analysis using the HINDU processor will begin
shortly for Tallahala. This too will end in late April. A band ratio-
ing approach is being considered for the Tallahala GMA. This will
likely take the form of a 2-band ratio employing Band 5 plus Band 7.
At the end of April (1980) the most effective algorithm will be
chosen based on the results of the Tallahala work, and used for the
remaining sites.
Land cover maps for all four sites should be available in late May.
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E.	 Remote Sensing Data Analysis Support Systems
Objectives
To effectively implement the remote sensing applications and
projects of the Applications Program, particularly those involving
the Landsat multispectral data, it is essential that reasonably
sophisticated computer-based data processing and data analysis
systems be developed. Considerable effort is required to develop
new computer software, to adapt existing software, and to install
needed hardware facilities. This is in addition to the operational
data processing and data analysis needs of each demonstration project.
Moreover, it is the objective of the Data Analysis Support System to
provide the data collection and processing capabilities necessary to
support the various demonstration projects, and to provide a low-cost
operational center so that such projects can have a continuing input
into the overall objective of the Applications Program.
Accomplishments and Current Status
Two graphic software systems are currently in use on the image
processing system. Both programs are operating systems designed
specifically for use on the Mississippi State color graphics system.
The heart of the MSU system is the Data General 5130 Eclipse computer
with 256 K bytes of main memory. The Eclipse drives a Lexidata 6400
image processing system and a Varian 4200 electrostatic plotter. One
system is a Geographic Information System (GIS) and the other system is
17
basically a data base manager.
The GIS is capable of displaying images from several different
sources. The primary data source for the GIS is a LARSYS formatted
tape which can be generated from Landsat CCT's on the 1100/80 computer
at Mississippi State. The remaining data sources are files which are
produced by the GIS. Many functions which are useful in manipulating
images have been included in the GIS. These functions allow the
capability of zooming, color and intensity modification, shifting,
windowing, and algebraic and logical manipulation of images. The
algebraic and logical operations include
1. addition
2. subtraction
3. multiplication
4. division
5. "AND"
6. "OR"
7. greater than
8. less than
The operands for the algebraic and logical functions are user defined
images so that entire images may be combined in complex expressions
using the eight given operations to produce a new image. As many as
ten images may be combined in a single expression. In addition to the
many functions available in the GIS, up to five additional user-
defined functions may be easily incorporated into the system. A
User's Manual is presented in Appendix IV.
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A second system which has been implemented on the Mississippi
State system is ba°ically a data base manager (DBM). The DBM
system is capable of maintaining a data base containing any number
of variables. New variables from any of a variety of sources (e.g.,
Landsat images, censor data, digitized maps) can be easily added to
the data base. Aside from maintenance of the data base, the DBM system
allows for logically combining and overlaying of data base variables
on the image display. Currently, a data base containing 40 variables
for Lowndes County, Mississippi, is being maintained by the DBM system.
Appendix V contains a paper presented at the Southeast Region Chapter
of The Association for Computing Machinery (ACM), and presents a
detailed description of the data base manager. This paper won the
Student Paper Competition at ACM.
Future Plans
Presently, all classification of Landsat data is done on the
UNIVAC 1100/80 computer by the LARSYS and HINDU programs. That is,
no classification program is presently operational on the Data
General computer. Future plans include implementation of such a
program on the Data General. Programs being considered for adaptation
are the HINDU and the ELAS programs.
19
F.	 Discrimination of Unique Forest Habitats in Potential
Lignite Areas of Mississippi
Objectives
The objectives of this project are: (1) to develop a cost-
effective methodology using Landsat and aircraft data to discriminate
areas of old growth hardwoods that do not exhibit signs of recent
disturbance within Mississippi's lignite belt, and (2) to identify
and map such areas and provide the information to botanists employed
by the Mississippi Heritage Program.
Accomplishments
Interpretation of 1/250,000 scale Band 7 yielded areas of dis-
sected terrain which, if they contained hardwood stands, would have
a relatively high probability of containing undisturbed, old growth
hardwood communities. The areas were digitized into a data base of
the study area. Soil association data were also input. Due to the
lateness of contract initiation, it was necessary to select flight
areas before completion of the classification of the Landsat digital
data. The classification is, however, proceeding; and after input to
the d-ata base, the original site selections will be verified and new
sites proposed.
A total of 680, 1/24,000, color infrared images in 23 flight
strips were acquired early in November 1979. These flights were
centered on areas identified as high prubaVi ity sites on the
basis of manual interpretation of Band 7 and color composites of
f'
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the project area. Two interpreters scanned the film and identified
about 60 areas for more detailed analysis. G Hound truth data were
collected for several of the areas designated. A rating system
from 1 = highly probable to 4 = low probability was devised. lhP
system included stcnuA — ze, area, proximity to cultural activity,
and evidence of disturbance (grazing, logging) within the stand.
Twenty five sites survived more detailed analysis, and these loca-
tions and designations were distributed to the appropriate botanists
in their respective areas. These three botanists, representing
Mississippi State University, Delta State University and the University
or Mississippi have been contracted by the Heritage Program to inventory
herbaceous vegetation on the sites identified by this project. This
project is 100% funded by State and Department of the Interior monies.
Current Status
The classification of the Landsat CCT's covering the study area
is proceeding, and the decision-tree classifier will be utilized in
the final analysi
Future Plans
The classified Landsat data will be input to the data base, and a
model will be developed to locate potential areas of unique forest
habitats. The software and results will be transferred to the
Heritage Program upon completion.
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G.	 LAndsat Change Discrimination in Gravel Operations
Ob.Lectives
The obj,ctives of this proposal are to: (1) develop methodology
and computer software to effect temporal change detection in extent
of gravel operations, and (2) perfo nn the change detection analysis
on a portion of the Loessial Bluffs from a point east of Greenwood
to the Mississippi-Tennessee line.
Accom;ilishments
The ground truth has been collected for eight active gravel
operations in the study area. A portion of the ground truth con-
sisted of low altitude, 35 min color infrared and color slides and
prints of the areas (Figure 4). 	 ISOCLS from the EOD-LARSYS package
Figure 4. J. J. Ferguson Mine, Grenada County #1. Active
operations in cream colors, reclaimed areas
on north end in central part of mine.
February, 1980.
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has been performed on the gravel operations as located on the graphics
system. This project is 100% funded by the Mississippi Minerals
Resources Institute (MMRI).
Current Status
Signatures for active gravel operations, water, bare soil,
forest, pastures, and reclaimed areas are being generated.
Future Plans
When signatures selection is completed, the decision-tree
classifier will be applied to the digital data corresponding to a
date approximately two weeks prior to the initiation of the
Reclamation Regulations.
When the areas of each active mine have been established,
the MMRI will evaluate the results in an effort to determine if
the Reclamation Regulations have been adequately followed.
23
H.	 Environmental Impact Modeling for Highway Corridors
Objective
The objective of this small project is to develop a cost-effective,
accurate methodology for assessment of environmental impacts of alter-
native highway corridors.
Accomplishments
The data base for the Highway 78 Bypass Corridor in the vicinity of
Tremont, Mississippi, has been completed, and it contains the following
variables and subvariables:
Table 2
Highway 78 Bypass Data Base Variables
Variable 1 Surface :later
Subvariable	 0 None
1 1st order stream
2 2nd order stream
3 3rd order stream
4 Ox-bow lakes
5 Farm Ponds
6 Lakes
7 Void
8 Void
9 Void
10 Void
11 Void
Variable 3 Cultural/Transportation
Subvariable	 0 None
1 Unimproved Road
2 Light duty road
3 Medium duty road
4 Heavy duty road
5 Structures
6 Cemeteries
7 Urban
8 Archeological
9 Void
10 Void
11 Void
Variable	 2	 (Elevation)
Subvariable	 0 300
1 310
2 320
3 330
4 340
5 350
6 400
7 450
8 500
9 550
10 Void
11 Void
Variable 4 Soils (Div. 1)
Subvariable	 0 Void
1 JE
2 JK
3 LPB
4 LUC2
5 LUD2
6 LUE
7 MA
8 OAB 2
9 OAC2
10 OAD2
11 PT
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Figure 5 . An environmental impact model of a portion of the Highway 78
Bypass area; darker tones indicate low impact, lighter area
high impact, and white areas are excluded (lakes, oxbows).
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Current Status
Data analysis has been completed, and the data base is being placed
in the interactive graphics system. A Status Report prepared by the
Environmental Division of the Mississippi Highway Department is included
as Appendix VI.
Future Plans
Program personnel will continue to encourage the acceptance of
the methodology by the Highway Department. In the event of acceptance,
the software package will be modified to a format acceptable by Highway
Department computers. Highway Department personnel will also be trained
in the use of the methodology,
f.
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IV. LIST OF SPECIAL ASSISTANCE OFFERED
Information Supplied or Publications Supplied
Mr. Chris Elmore, Entomological Services, Oxford, MS
Mr. Charlie Craig, Ag-Pest, Inc., Friars Point, MS
Mr. Mike Ruffin, International Paper Company, Winnsboro, SC
Dr. J. Riom, Laboratoire de'Ecologie de la Pinede Landaise,
Pierroton, France
Ms. Donna Loucks, Weyerhaeuser Company, Centralia, WA
Lowndes County Board of Supervisors, Columbus, MS
Civil Defense Director, Lowndes-Columbus, Columbus, MS
Mississippi Highway Department, Jackson, MS
Mississippi Minerals Resources Institute, Oxford, MS
Dr. Ronald P. Anjard, Maison de Anjard, Kokomo, Ind'k'ana
L. Bennett/SF5, NASA-Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX
Mr. Mark E. Schultz, Albany, California
Miss Carole Girard, Chelmsford, Ontario, Canada, POM ILO
Demonstration and Educational Activities
Demonstrations of the interactive color graphics system and
tours of the MSU Remote Sensing Laboratory were given to the following
groups:
U. S. Senator John Stennis and party
Mississippi Forestry Association Board of Directors
An advanced remote sensing class in geography
Landscape architecture students
Personnel from the Jackson Office of the U. S. Fish and Wildlife
Service
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Personnel from the Waterways Experiment Station, U. S. Corps of
Engineers
1:3.41;+4,tee
No further expansion of facilities has taken place during the
last six months. There are, however, negotiations underway with
the University to acquire a room approximately 15 ft x 30 ft
dedicated to the interactive graphics/image processing system.
Provision has been made for a remote sensing laboratory in
preliminary plans for a new forestry building to be constructed
approximatel Iv three years in the future.
3 ?''
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COMPUTER-ASSISTED DATA BASE MANAGEMENT MODELS FOR
HAZARD VULNERABILITY ANALYSIS IN L014NDES COUNTY, MISSISSIPPI
At all levels of government a trend is developing toward systematic
treatment of hazard mitigation and damage reduction problems, A number of
federal programs involving law enforcement, fire protection, and emergency
management have encouraged utilization of computer assisted geobase systems
to aid local government in conducting hazard analysis activities, Nearly all
of these projects have been carried out in highly urbanized metropolitan
places using the U. S. Census Bureau's, Dual Independent Map Encoding (DITIE)
configuration. Smaller communities may choose other computer-assisted
methodologies including Landsat-based information systems, This paper
summarizes the experience of a medium-sized predominantly rural county with
the adaptation of a cell based,geo-information system for emergency services
planning and hazard vulnerability analysis.
Recent federal policy initiatives designed to make hazard mitigation
activities a requirement for disaster assistance may further stimulate the
application of	 computerized geobase systems to hazard analysis ,problems. 1.
Reorganization of federal emergency services under the aegis of the aederal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) has brought about increased emphawis on
the methodical evaluation of natural hazard vulnerability factors,, A nat:iovial
hazard vulnerability data base is currently under consideratiori at policy-
making levels within FEMA. Research sponsored by the National Governor's
1 The Federal Disaster Assistance Administration (FDAA) has promulgated
proposed regulations for hazard mitigation: 24 CFR Part 2205. These Rules
require communities to undertake comprehensive investigations to identify
and evaluate hazard vulnerability problems. Provisions also ensure a
federal commitment to provide appropriate technical assistance to state
and local agencies engaged in damage reduction projects.
-oo,X.
Association, lies provided a basis for county to county comparison of hazard
probability. 2 The establishment of such 'a-base-as a repository fot r -in-
formation collected 'by a host of federal and state agencies would further en-
courage local development of computer applications for emergency preparedness
planning. Three basic kinds of information have been identified for inclusion
in this project:
1. Risk Data - Any assessment or statistical indicator of hazard pro-
bability comparable on a county to county basis.
2. Vulnerability Data - A measure of potential hazard impact on property
and lives.
3. Incident Data - An ongoing record of the number of times that a
county has experienced a specific hazard impact.
In addition to offering great potential for recognition of common hazard
problems, this type of activity at the national level may help to eliminate
differences in data collection methods and analytical formats.
Regional projects may also influence 'local applications of geobase systems
for emergency management activities. A proposal establishing a data base for
the soitheastern United States to monitor disaster occurrences and evaluate
disaster potential is being advanced by FEMA, Region IV, 3 Briefly stated,
the purpose of the proposed project is to aid states and counties in improving
performance with regard to hazard mitigation, emergency response, and disaster
recovery efforts. The data base would also assist in identifying capabilities
and resources in each county N-iich reflect the current status of local emer-,
gency planning programs.
2 A recent draft report for the National Governor's Association Center for
Policy Research: Emergency Management Project entitled: Hazard Mitigation
Study: Interim Report Providing Basis for Completion of 80 Case Study,
outlines hazard data base sources and rating scales. It also contains
matrices showing hazard impact ratings for natural and man-made disasters
by county.
3 In his project proposal, "Regional ADP Applications For: Disaster History/
Disaster Potential/Program Status Inventory" FEMA Re gion IV Computar
Analyst, Jack Bryan has addressed some of the format and data collection
problems posed by a regional data base..
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While the previously mentioned programs are currently underway to
footer a county-level approach to hazard vulnerability analysis, several
locally initiated projects have been established to build geobase systems
which enable urban communities to undertake complex emergency services al-
location activities. Typical of these pilot programs is the Fire Alarm
Assignment System (FAAS) prepared by the National Fire Protection Association
for the United States Fire Administration. 4
 FAAS is a DIME based information
system currently utilized in at least nine large metropolitan areas. It is
designed primarily for real-time use as a computer-enhanced dispatching system.
In addition, the system is also used in long range analysis of fire service
manpower and resource distribution. DIME's geocoded street file system
provides a means to determine travel routes to and from fires, as well as a
means to validate the accuracy of response data. This capability can be
extremely valuable in metropolitan communities where dispatchers and emergency
preparedness planners are not able to route emergency traffic based solely
,
on cognitive mapping skills,5
While DIME based systems have proved valuable to law enforcement, fire
service, and emergency management agencies in large urban areas, other metho-
dologies may be more appropriate in smaller communities. Although urban space
is relatively well defined using a street grid network, one of the most
compelling reasons why metropolitan areas have opted for the DIME format is
that it has been prepared for 250 Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas
(SMSA's) by the United States Bureau of Census.
4 Fire Alarm Assignment System, prepared by the National Fire Protection
Association for the Federal Emergency Management Agency under grant
#APR76--19036, February 1979, includes a user's manual and a systems
reference manual, in addition to a final report.
5 In Determining the Travel Characteristics of Emergency Service Vehicles,
Jack Hansner and Warren Walker discuss dispatch problems in considerable
detail, The New York City Rand Institute, R-1687-HUD, April, 1975.
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xIn contrast to the requirements of 1..rge cities, officials in smaller
less urbanized places, are less interested in a computer-aide system to
route emergency traffic and more concerned with interrelating geographic in-
formation in order to deal with burgeoning service requirements, Rural places
are not as well delimited in terms of street segments and road grids. The
PIMF system is not well adapted for use in areas where large spaces are not
differentiated by nodal traffic networks. Furthermore, the size of the community
often has little bearing on the decision to select a mechanism for storage of
	
i
disaster information. Cost-effectiveness is more accurately determined by
examining a community's average annual damages from recurring natural disasters,
rather than strictly in terms of threshold size.
Lowndes County, Mississippi is representative of medium-sized communities
where average annual damages from natural disasters exceed one million dollars
($1,000,000). Wides pread flooding has been responsible for two presidential
disaster declarations during the past seven years, resulting in more than
thirty million dollars($30,000,000) in damages to private property alone,
Although the county's population, (about 55,000), is dispersed over five
hundred square miles, the extensive scope of damages from natural disasters,
especially floods, has motivated local officials to cooperate in order to
develop an effective program aimed at significant damage reduction and
hazard mitigation planning. The Columbus-Lowndes Civil Defense Council is
a city/county agency which has been asked to coordinate a systematic approach
to hazard vulnerability analysis.
Civil Defense,,in conjunction with the Remote Sensing Application Program
at Mississippi State University, has adapted a Landsat-based,geo-informational
system using grid cells to develop a county-wide disaster planning program.
The overall purpose of the project is to evaluate emergency response patterns
- 4 -
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to suggest possible sites for locatit.' future emergency service facilities
and to identify strategies to reduce damages to both public and private
property.
Utilization of the Lowndes County data base for hazard vulnerability
analysis begins with the delineation of hazard-prone areas. These areas are
designated based on suitability models which intercorrelate variables resident
in the data base. The suitability modeling process uses the Computer-Assisted
Land Use Planning (CAi,UP) software package developed at Mississippi State
University. 6 The package is composed of a series of programs a1"awing the user
to interactively access the data base. It also permits the modeling of inter-
relationships between data base variables to depict the suitability (or lack of
it) of land areas for a particular activity. Attractiveness, as well as vul-
nerability, can be defined by environmental, aesthetic, and economic parameters.
Taking a flash flood model as an example, the following variables were
considered: soil type, slope, proximity to medium and heavy duty roads, proxi-
mity to first, second, and third order streams, as well as Landsat computer
compatible digital data. Slope data was obtained from National Cartographic
Information Center (NCIC) digital terrain tapes. During the construction phase
of data base development, primary variables were digitized from geographic infor-
mation provided by state and local authorities, 7 This information describes
physical, cultural, and biological characteristics on a county-wide basis.
Output from the models showing the relative suitability of each cell is
6 A description of the CALUP development and data base construction appears
in an article entitled: "Rational Land Use Decision-Making: The Natchez
State 'ark" in Remote Sensing and the Environment 8:25-38 (1979).
7 Details are recorded in: Semi-Annual Progress Report, No. 9-11, NASA,
Grant NGL-25-001-054.
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available in one of three forms: hard-copy maps, produced by the system's
line printer, color displays on the raster graphics screen of the minicomputer's
image processing system, or hard-copy printouts on the electrostatic printer/
plotter. The image processing system hardware, consisting of a Lexidata
6400 image processor and a Nova 3 micro-computer, is connected as a peripheral
to a host Data General Eclipse S130 micro-computer with 2568 bytes main memory.
Also peripheral to the minicomputer are: a 96 megabyte disc, a 9-track 800
b.p.i. tape drive, a Varian Statos 4222 electrostatic printer/plotter, and a
Conrac graphics display terminal. The minicomputer is interconnected to a
Univac 1100/80 main frame computer system which is remotely located. Software
programming is written in FORTRAN. Communication takes place between the image
processing system and the minicomputer when library programs are down loaded
into the image processor from the Lexidata program library. The system's hard-
ware is designed for raster image processing only. This is the primary reason
for the cell based orientation of the image processing system.
Base data is digitized from maps and stored in five acre cells, the
smallest land unit currently defined by Lowndes County geobase parameters.
Secondary variables relate proximity data, that is, distance, in number of
cells, from particular conditions described by specific variable combinations.
The following are examples of primary variables: "Slope", "Soil Association",
and "Utility Rights-of-Way". Each primary variable is divided into subcate-
gories. Each cell is described by exactly one subvariable category for each
variable. The subvariables of the "Utility Rights-of-Clay" variable are "Gas
or Oil Pipelines", "REA Lines", "TVA Transmission Lines", and "None". Every
cell in the Lowndes County data base can be described in terms of this variable
by one of the above categories. The same is true, of course, for each of the
other variables, An illustration of a secondary or proximity variable might
tie, for example, "Proximity to Public Facilities or Industrial Land Use",
Subvariables of this secondary variable range from: "Land use in cell" to "Land
- 6 -
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use nine or more cells away".
Five distinctly different project application types are currently being
carried out in connection with this program. In the first type,computer models
define county areas through the designation of relative hazard vulnerability
ratings. Rating models are under development for these risk types: high
frequency flooding, flash flooding, historical flood events, power outages,
transportation accidents, and fires. Taking flash flooding again as an example,
local officials are working with hydrologists from the Southeast- River Fore-
cast Center (SERFC) in Atlanta, Georgia to show the spatial impact of various
flash flood scenarios on local streams, as well as the existing urban drain-
age system. The SERFC is developing flash flood models for two Lowndes County
creeks based on flood risk evidence generated by the system. 8
 However, these
models only show vertical stage heights. The forecast information generated
by SERFC models is translated using project data to show where flooding will
occur. Transforming stage data into a county-wide spatial framework helps
local officials to visualize the possible problems posed by a specific flood
event. The hazard vulnerability model for flash flooding has been utilized to
evaluate areas which were not studied in detail by the Federal Insurance
Administration (FIA) in its flood insurance study. Officials are also working
with FIA engineers to alter current maps to reflect this information.
A second type of computerized data base application related to disaster,
planning creates disaster/response models to analyze community response
capabilities with regard to each of the previously mentioned hazard vulner-
ability types. In order to develop these models,officials are integrating
geographic data from the Lowndes County data base with information stored in
8 Comprehensive treatment of flood modeling techni ques and application for
Lowndes County appears in: "Semi-Annual Report No. 12, to the NASA, Tech-
nology Transfer Division by the Remote Sensing Application Program at
Mississippi State University.
— 7 —
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the Civil Defense micro-computer located in the Lowndes County Emergency
Operating Center. Officials are evaluating relationships between the follow-
ing factors: specialized training required and available, specialized equip-
ment required and available, warning systems, public information .,ystems,
hazard prevention programs such as land use, building regulations, and
historical data regarding past occurrences.
A number of disaster planning activities have been carried out through
the use of the Landsat-based data management system. Real-time utilization
of a hazard-response model occurred during the Summer and early fall of 1979
when hurricanes caused extensive local flooding. The first step was to
generate models showing probable flood impact areas. Next, the locations of
these areas were entered in the Civil Defense micro-computer system to deter-
mine who should be notified for possible evacuation, location of po'ssible
traffic control points, the names of local officials and volunteers living
in or near these areas, the location of critical facilities, and other re-
sources requiring relocation. While these techniques are in need of certain
refinements, they do represent an important step forward in local response
planning. A similar effort was undertaken during a major flood which took
place in April, 1979. The flood severed all east-west arterials causing the
virtual isolation of fifteen thousand local residents from essential services
for a period of several days. By knowing the location of key personnel and
the whereabouts of emergency equipment, local officials can better equip them-
selves to equitably distribute emergency resources. Similar techniques can
be used f;,r demonstration purposes to justify expenditures for better monitor-
ing equipment, procedures, and warning systems.
A third type of hazard vulnerability analysis activity being carried out
in Lowndes County utilizes the interactive graphics capabilities of the
- 8 -
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minicomputer for simulation modeling to plan for crisis evacuation, large
scale relocation, and its impact on essential services and resources. Visual
display on the system's graphics terminal or hard-copy output provides local
officials with a "bird's eye view" of aerial response effects on the community
as a whole. Software capabilities encourage modification of parameters,
allowing real-time feedback and analysis of emergency decisions and actions.
The modeling also provides test scenarios, making public officials aware of
the spatial impact of their decisions, given realistic emergency conditions.
A fourth hazard-related application for the Lowndes County land use data
base has been developed in cooperation with researchers at the University of
Wisconsin, 9 The purpose of this project is to forecast flood damage estimates
in relation to the amount of warning time provided to local residents. Stage-
damage curves have been constructed for a number of business, industrial, and
residential types located in flood plain areas of the City of Columbus in
Lowndes County. This data is based on actual field determinations of property
damage at various elevations within these structures. This information is .
combined with aerial data derived from theoretical flood events generated by
the geobase information system. Use of the system has brought about several
projects including analysis of the cost-effectiveness of the federal flood
insurance program in reducing flood damages for various frequency flood
events. By utilizing the computer-assisted data base, a number of assumptions
can be tested concerning damage reduction as a function of available warning
time and the willingness of the general public to take effective preparedness
actions.
9 The stage-damage curves for City of Columbus-structures are contained in:
Final Report On River Forecast Benefit Evaluation by Harold J. Day and
Kwang K. Lee for the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration,
National Weather Service, Hydrologic Research Laboratory, 1979,
- 9 -
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While the previous four emergency management applications are nonstructural
mitigation activities, the fifth computer-assisted project area involves
structural decision-making. The decision to locate a new emergency service
facility in a particular location must be based, as much as possible, on
objective criteria. The Lowndes County geobase system can provide a vehicle
for facilitating the selection of an appropriate site. A recent example
illustrates the process of emergency resource allocation planning in locational
decisions at the grass roots level.
The Lowndes Cpvnty fire department program is a voluntary effort estab-
lished in 1976, to provide county-wide fire protection. Since that time, five
volunteer fire departments have been established, one in each of the county's
five supervisor's districts. 10 During the past four years, this rapidly ex-
panding program has been responsible for the purchase of five 750 gallon
pumpers and the erection of five fire stations,
With five permanent departments developing in Lowndes County, an advisory
group, the Lowndes County Fire Protection Association, has begun the preparation
of long range plans and the evaluation of fire response performances. After
lengthy discussion, the Association proposed the construction of substations
for existing departments to be located in areas with the highest fire risk
and the weakest overall fire response performance record. The individual
departments did not agree on the priorities for substation construction. A
systematic approach to analysis of fire res ponse records was needed to bring
a measure of objectivity to the fire facility planning process.
As County Fire Coordinator, the Lowndes County Civil Defense director
10 A booklet entitled: Firewatch: Lowndes County Fire Protection Through
Volunteer Service, Southern Printing Company, 1978, describes the growth
and development of this program.
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decided to use the Lowndes geobase information system as a means of pinpointing
suitable locations for fire stations and setting priorities for prospective
sites. Department records for the entire history of county fire response
(1977-79) were analyzed in detail. Information concerning each fire was
inputted into the data base for use in the project. The new variables and
respective subvariables are as follows:
FIRES IN LOWNDES COUNTY BY TYPE
No Fire
Auto Fire
Transport, Truck Fire
Grass Fire
Forest Fire
Agricultural Building Fire
Residential Fires Greater Than $20,000
Residential Fires Less Than $20,000
Mobile Home Fire
Commercial/Industrial Fire
Railroad Fire
Public Bu:ldisigs and Church Fire
Other Fire
STRUCTURAL FIRE DA14AGE
No Fire
No Structural Dama
Less Than or Equal
Less Than or Equal
Less Than or Equal
Less Than or Equal
Less Than or Equal
Less Than or Equal
Less Than or Equal
Less Than or Equal
Less Than or Equal
Total Loss Greater
PROXIMITY ZONES TO FIRE STATIONS
Fire Station in Cell
Fire Station 1-5 Cells Away
Fire Station 6-10 Cells Away
Fire Station 11-15 Cells Away
Fire Station 16-20 Cells Away
Fire Station 21-25 Cells Away
Fire Station 26-30 Cells Away
Fire Station 31-35 Cells Away
Fire Station 36-40 Cells Away
Fire Station Greater Than 40 Cells Away
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After studying the data thoroughly, the firemen decided that structural
damages in excess of fifty percent of the value of the building and its con-
tents occurred on the average three to three-and-a-half miles from the location
of the fire station. Variations in response performance within this perimeter
have been attributed to several factors. The most significant of these factors
appears to be the time of day at which the fire occurs. Excessive fire
losses within the defined serviceable areas tend to occur during daytime
hours when volunteers in rural communities are unavailable. Improvement of
response time to these fires might involve a non-structural solution, For
example, several departments are considering the training of housewives as
daytime firefighters.
Interpretation of fire data is highly problemmatical for sE:veral reasons.
An attempt has been made to exclude arson and other incendiary fires from
analysis. The entire vehicular fire category is being ignored because of the
extremely high percentage of arson-related incidents. The firemen were most
interested in fire damages to structures in the following categories:
residential fires greater than $20,000, agricultural buildings, commercial and
industrial fires. In all but two cases, mobile home damages exceeded the fifty
percent breakpoint criteria. Therefore, mobile homes were considered
separately from the above categories in fire response planning models.
By plotting the locations of structural fires with a high percentage of
damage, the Lowndes County Fire Protection Association is able to identify
problem areas where additional facilities are needed. The firemen basically
want ' to know the location of serviceable and non-serviceable areas given
current status manpower and equipment deployment patterns from the standpoint
of realistic fire protection standards. The firemen themselves were asked
to provide the required definitions to assess the adequacy of response. The
firemen beleive that in the case of most structural fires excessive damage
- 12 -
occurs no more than ten minutes following the reporting of a fire. Using this
perception as a general "rule of thumb", service areas for fire departments
were modeled using several different breakpoints. Breakpoints were based on
various threshold values for percentage of damage in structural fire categories.
While the breakpoint for fifty percent damage is three to three-and-a-half
miles, the breakpoint for ninety percent damage is six to seven miles, de-
pending upon the district.
In addition to using the new fire performance variables, models were
(created to identify prime growth areas where possible future demands for fire
service may develop. Existing fire potential models were also determined by
combining the following factors: the 'Location of high and low density resi-
dential development, the location of major arterials, rail lines and crossings,
the location of airports and major industries, This information was weighted
and integrated with fire occurrence data to set priorities for the locations
of future fire substations. After manipulating service area boundaries based
on past performance, future growth areas, the location of existing development,
and transportation routes, departments were able to determine where service
was satisfactory and where additional facilities might be needed.
As a result, three sites have been identified for substations, Members
of the Board of Supervisors have indicated that construction might- begin next
year on the first of these sites, Hard-copy output depicting the fire vari-
ables was exhibited at Lowndes County Firemen t s Appreciation Day ceremonies
held in February, 1980. The cell based georinformation system advanced by
Lowndes County officials for hazard vulnerability analysis provides a viable
alternative, to polygonal systems like the DIME geobase. (Each of these two
approaches'has its advantages and disadvantages.
With the polygonal approach, as in the DIME.configuration, the data base
is stored as raw coordinates of subvariable features within mutually independ-
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ent variable classes. The data base is, in a sense, generated every time
it is queried. The coordinates of features within stored variable classes
are generated as required. Only those variable classes which are referenced
are generated. Therefore, mass storage requirements for data are reduced com-
pared to the grid system. Another advantage lies in the capability of the
system to be adjusted from one scale to another. Disadvantages ,
 lie primarily
in the extremely abstract representation of the data base to noncomnuterr-
oriented users. Software in such a system must do a considerable amount of
"bookkeeping" among different variable classes during modeling. The capacity
to alter the scale of the data base at will is paid for by increased computing
overhead and potentially slower response. For data bases involving intricate
and complex networks, such as urban areas, the polygonal approach is clearly
superior.
In a system input of digitized remote sensor data. the fixed grid approach
is more desirable. The image data already exists in grid form. Therefore,
data input is merely a matter of geo-referer--ing points common to the data
base as well as the image by using existing programs to register the grids.
In the polygonal method, the digital grid image must be converted to polygonal
coordinates. This is a major programming task requiring independent special-
ized software, extensive transformation,or manual input of coordinates. Again,
it is apparent that polygonal systems, like the DIME, are urban-oriented,
while cell based systems using digital imagery tend to be rural or regionally-
oriented. County imagery is best attained by satellite; urban applications
are more likely to utilize low altitude, non-digital imagery and tend to be
inputted manually.
Both systems possess sophisticated modeling ability. The advantage of
a fixed cell system, like the data base used for Low-ndes County hazard
- 14 -
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analysis, lies in its requirement for less computer memory for program storage,
enabling it to run on a smaller, less expensive system. Both systems lend
themselves well to display of information on a color CRT monitor. The fixed
cell system lends itself to a line printer whereas a DIME type system would
tend to favor plotter output for models.
Both DIME based polygonal systems and cell based systems are needed for
construction of automated image processing systems for hazard vulnerability
analysis. In urban areas the DIME system works well and is already in ex-
tensive use, Rural areas have been previously overlooked as far as the con-
struction of locational data bases for emergency management is concerned.
However, cost-effectiveness regarding data base development must be considered
not only in terms of threshold size, but also in terms of average annual damages
or some other economic measure of the impact of recurring natural disaster
hazards on a particular community.
Lowndes County officials turned down an offer from the Defense Civil
Preparedness Agency a couple of years ago to participate in a DIME based
emergency management data processing pilot program.. Instead, authorities
elected to pursue hazard planning applications on a cell based system located
at Mississippi State University. During thE: last several years the Columbus-
Lowndes Civil Defense Council has coordinated the development of a wide range
of projects designed to take full advantage of the capabilities of this
system to handle emergency management tasks. The Lowndes County experience
may serve as an example of the use of a grid based system to develop a
framework for a county-wide approach to hazard vulnerability analysis in
medium-sized communities.
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USERS' GUIDE
FOR
DECISION TREE CLASSIFIER
Nancy Freeman
Dept. of Mathematics
6
The purpose of this memo is to enable a person unfamiliar with
the computer system at Mississippi State University to make the com-
puter runs necessary for generating output from the DECISION TREE
CLASSIFIER.
A standard Larsys format data tape will be input to the program
to be run, RATIO. RATIO generates an output tape which will be the
input tape for the next two programs. All tapes used should already
be labeled with a number consisting of 3 letters and 3 numerals, for
example, LRS009 or RSP004. 'There should also be a label on the tape
telling what data is in each file. After a user's program outputs
to a tape, the user should affix a label to the tape case and note
the file number written to and the nature of the data. In the
following example, LRS009 is,
 the Larsys data tape used for input
data with the data in the first file; LRS011 is the output tape,
data will be written to file 3.
@RUN FRATIO,ENP005F,CARTER,10,100
@ASG,A JSC.
@ASG,THJ	 11,16N,LRS009
@MSG,W PLEASE MOUNT LRS009 RING OUT.
@ASG,THJ	 12,16N,LRS011
@MSG,W PLEASE MOUNT LRS011 RING IN.
@XQT JSC.RATIO
1	 3
154 50
pink card - available at computer center
w
	
^S
Notes on input cards:
FIRST CARD: FRATIO is a 6-letter identification for the computer
run. The user may use any 6 letters of his choosing. Computer runs
are filed in the pick-up bins by this ID. ENP005F is the charge
number currently in use for runs on this contract; if it changes,
users should be notified. The remainder of the card should be left
as is.
THIRD and FIFTH CARDS: 16N refers to a nine-track tape which is
what most tapes on the current system are. If the user has a
seven-track tape, 16N must be changed to 16. It is very important
that the input tape number be on the card with the 11 and that the
output tape number be on the card with the 12.
EIGHTH and NINTH CARDS: The last digit of the first number should
be in column 5 and the last digit of the second number should be
in column 10, (2I5 format). None of the four numbers can be more
than 5 digits. The first number on the eighth card is the number
of the file being used on the input tape; the second number is the
file being used on the output tape. The first number on the ninth
card is the starting line for the input; the second number is the
number of lines to be read.
After the RATIO run has been completed, the user is ready to
make the ISOCLS run. The data output by RATIO is used as input
to ISOCLS. ISOCLS is used to generate the statistics cards for the
next program.
L-
/Ito-
@RUN	 ISORUN,ENP005F,CARTER,10,1000/5000
@ASG,THJ	 3,16N,LRS011
@MSG,W PLEASE MOUNT LRS011 RING OUT.
@ASG,A JSC.
@XQT JSC.LARSAA
$ISOCLS
OPTION	 STATS
OPTION
	
PUNCH=1
CHANNELS DATA=1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9
DATAFILE FILE=3
STDMAX	 3.0
DLMIN
	
2.8
*END*
CLASSNAME ALL
TEST	 (1,1),(520,200),(640,200),(640,320),(520,320)
$END*
$EXIT
pink card
Notice that LRS011 is the Cape from RATIO. Since we wrote to
the third file, the DATAFILE card has FILE=3. The data following
the key words (OPTION, CHANNELS, etc.) must begin in column 11. The
TEST card gives the vertices of the area being worked with in this
order: upper left, upper right, lower right, lower left. The
PUNCH option causes card output to be generated in addition to the
regular printout. Cards are usually ready a day or two after the
printout. WARNING: There are sometimes errors in cards punched
by the system. These cards will come back with no printing across
the top. If you would like a printout of what is on your cards
abefore you make the CLASSIFY runs, you can make the following run:
@RUN XPRINT,ENP005F,CARTER
@ELT,LID MODULE
(your cards)
(pink card)
The examples in this memo for CLASSIFY and DTCLS correspond
to the decision tree presented on the last page. A CLASSIFY run
must be made for each level of the decision tree.
First run:
@RUN XCLASS,ENP005F,CARTER,10,300
@ASG,CP	 TF1.
@USE	 2,TF1
@FORMS
PLEASE TURN PAPER OVER.
@ASG,A JSC.
@MSG,W PLEASE MOUNT LRS011 RING OUT
@ASG,THJ	 3,16N,LRS011
@ELT,LID MODULE
stat cards
@END
@XQT JSC.LARSAA
$CLASSIFY
OPTION
	
STATS
DATAFILE UNIT=3,FILE=3
APRIOR
	
3*.02,.016,5*.03,.2,.15,.2,.15,2*.024,.01,.016
CHANNELS DATA=4,9,STAT=4,9
@ADD MODULE
*END*
TEST1
	
(1,1),(520,200),(640,200),(640,320),(520,320)
$END*
$EXIT
(pink card)
Only three cards must be changed to make the second and third runs -
the @ASG,CP card, the @USE card and the CHANNELS card. These cards
should be as follows:
Second run - @ASG,CP TF2.
@USE 2,TF2
CHANNELS DATA=6,9,STAT=6,9
Third run - @ASG,CP TF3.
@USE 2,TF3
CHANNELS DATA=I,3,STAT=1,3
The files TF1, TF2 and TF3 are used as input to the decision tree
classifier. It is very important to remember which file corresponds
to which run since the runs are matched to the levels of the decision
tree.
The run stream for the decision tree in the example is:
@RUN DTREEC,ENP005F,CARTER,5,100
@ASG,T
	 19.
@ASG,T
	
20.
@ASG,T
	 21.
@ASG,T
	
22.
;--"_.
x@ASG,A TF1.
@ASG,A TF2.
@ASG,A TF3.
@USE 20,TF1
@USE 21,TF2
@USE	 22,TF3
@FORMS
PLEASE TURN PAPER OVER
@ASG,A JSC.
@XQT JSC.DTCLS
LEVELS 3
NODE	 1 1
BRANCH 2 1 2 3
BRA14CH 3 4
BRANCH 4 5 6 7 8 91011121314151617
NODE W 2 0
NODE S 3 0
NODE	 4 2
BRANCH 5 5 6 7 8 9
BRANCH 610111213
BRANCH 714151617
NODE C 5 0
NODE T 6 0
NODE	 7 3
BRANCH 81415
BRANCH 916
BRANCH 1017
,f
1
NODE A 8 0
NODE P 9 0
NODE N 10 0
	
^i
*END*
(pink card)
The decision tree classifier program can handle up to 10 levels.
If there were a fourth level, for example, the user could put the
CLASSIFY output into file TF4; assign temporary file 23 and use 23
for TF4 in the DTCLS run. Units 24 - 29 are available for levels
5 through 10, respectively.
NOTES ON INPUT:
All input cards,begin in column 1.
NODE cards: the node number (small number by circle on decision
tree) goes in columns 9 & 10 in 12 format; if a single digit,
put in column 10. If there are branches (arrows) from the
node, its level number will go in columns 11 and 12 in 12
format. If it is a terminal node, put 0 in column 12 and
the desired display symbol (letter or symbol inside circle)
in column 7.
BRANCH cards: Each nonterminal NODE card is followed by BRANCH
cards corresponding to the arrows leading from the node.
The first number after BRANCH denotes the number of the node
to which the arrow leads and is in columns 9 and 10 in I2
format. Beginning with column 11 and using I2 format are
the classes which take that branch. For example, there are
17 classes at level 1 for the decision tree presented with
the first 3 classes brancl7aing to NODE 2, the fourth to NODE 3
and the remainder to NODE 4 as indicated by the BRANCH cards
following the NODE card for NODE number 1 in the sample run
I.,	 stream.
If the user desires a copy of the decision tree classifier
program, he may submit the following cards:
@RUN PRINTX,ENP005F,CARTER
@ASG,A	 JSC.
@PRT,S	 JSC.DTCLS
pink card
s	 '
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Digital Data Bases in White-Tailed Deer Management:
A Pilot Program at the Tallahala Wildlife Management Area, Mississippi
Jonathan R. Clark
David C. Guynn, Jr.
W. Frank Miller
Presented at the Third Annual Meeting of the Southeast Deer Study Group,
11-13 February 1980, at Stephen F. Austin State University, Nacodoches, TX.
Many types of information are necessary in the effective management
of the white-tailed deer. State and local management policies, the
political climate of the day, the desires of certain publics, the status
of the target deer population, and information on habitat quality are
all recognized as necessary inputs to a management plan.
In order to satisfy its needs for habitat data, the Mississippi
Department of Natural. Resources has undertaken to develop a State-wide
habitat data base oriented towards white-tailed deer management. This
data base will be a management oriented planning tool which will provide
a mapped display of white-tailed deer habitat in the State. This data
base scheme will also provide for the evaluation of habitats.
We have chosen to view deer habitat as a series of separate variables
which act together to form a composite of a habitat. Keeping the
variables separate initially permits efficient collection of data in
the field. Viewing them together approximates real ecosystems.
This approach is realized in a geographically referenced, computerized
habitat data base. Information is collected from a variety of sources
and stored as digital maps in a computer. This information is their used
to produce maps of the habitat itself or of areas conferring to specified
habitat quality criteria.
Four game management areas in Mississippi have been selected for
demonstrating this approach. Each study area is from 40,000 to 60,000
acres in size and represents a different physiographic region of the
State. These physiographic regions have been shown to have different
soils and vegetation associations and different levels of habitat
productivity for deer. The utility of this data base method under
differing terrain and wildlife productivity conditions will then be
demonstrated.
The first task of this effort was to select those variables which
would be measured and configured in the data bases. The variables
obviously must have biological and management significance for white-
tailed deer. The variables have to be geographically referenced to
facilitate their storage in the computer. The prime user of these
data bases is the State Department of Natural Resources; as such, the
variables had to be those which would have State-wide availability.
The economy of collection was also a prime requisite; we could not
justify the use of a variable whose basic collection would cost a
large portion of deer management finances and perhaps take years of
field work to complete. Finally, the variable should have reasonable
temporal stability, i.e., it should not require a complete update more
frequently than every five years or so.
Based on these criteria, the following types of variables were
selected:
Political Boundaries
Transportation Networks
A6
Utility Rights-Of-Way
Surface Water Features
Soils Associations
Topography
Land Cover
For Land Cover and Soils, the particular classes of each variable
which were collected were and are a source of debate. Land Cover,
especially Forests, was classified largely on the basis of physiognomy
and density. Soils Groups or "Associations" were determined by
grouping of productivity values for forest lands. Considerations
were slope, texture, drainage, topographic position, and site index.
The next major step was the actual collection of habitat variables.
Choices of particular sources of information were based upon economy
and ease of aquisition as well as the timeliness of the data.
Political Boundaries and Surface Water Features were obtained
directly from USGS-Topographic Maps. Transportation and Utility
corridors were obtained from USGS maps supplemented with air photos
and field observations. Soil Associations were mapped using both
USDA-Soil Conservation Service county surveys and field observations.
The topography of Mississippi is available in a computer tape
form from the USGS-NCIC. These are simply digital versions of the
topographic contours shown on a USGS quad sheet. Digitized at points
60 m. apart (ground relevant), these data are used to construct a digital
model of the surface of the study area which is fed directly into the
data base where it can be combined with any other variables in the system.
An up-to-date source of land cover data for the entire state is
not presently available. Ground-based surveys would be extremely
u
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expensive. Land cover mapping using aerial photography would be most
accurate but the cost of the photography alone would run many tens
of thousands of dollars. This approach would additionally require
many man-hours of air-photo interpretation work and cartography.
Then all the data would have to be converted to computer format.
A relatively inexpensive source of land cover information is the
NASA-Landsat system. One of two operational satellites in the Landsat
program scans Mississippi once every nine days. So long as atmospheric
conditions permit, we have an overflight each nine days from which land
cover maps can be produced. Due to this up-to-date character of the
Landsat system, it is being used to map land cover.
The nature of the data generated by the satellite requires that
a good deal of data processing be conducted to produce a map. Fo:--
tunately, NASA completes a majority of this before the user purchases
the data.
The satellite scans the earth with a 4 channel optical scanner
which measures radiance values in 1.1 acre pixels simultaneously in
four spectral bands. These radiance values are telemetered to earth
where they are stored as a 4-band data set on computer tape. These
tapes can be used to construct various types of imagery suitable for
manual viewing. The imagery conforms to National Map Accuracy Standards.
r	 We have used several computer-aided techniques to analyze the
digital data tapes and produce land cover maps. Each algorithm or
technique has its own sensitivity and accuracy. Mapping of land cover
is a major and on-going effort at MSU. The beauty of using the Landsat
system for land cover data is that an updated or corrected cover map
can be installed in the data base in a matter of seconds; lengthy
manual mapping techniques are not required.
Field Work
Field procedures were employed to collect certain types of infor-
mation available through no other means, as well as to verify and correct
much of the other variables entered into the data base.
The status of transportation networks, residences, industrial, and
agricultural lands was assessed by road checks. Topography was presumed
to be true according to USCS sources. Soils mapping units were extracted
from USDA-SCS county surveys and verified/corrected by field checks.
Field efforts to characterize land cover emphasized forest vegeta-
tion. This was done because agricultural open lands tend to change
between improved pasture, unimproved pasture, and row crops more rapidly
than major updates to the data base are planned. Secondly and more
importantly, it was felt that so far as deer ecology is concerned, the
differences between forest cover types are more significant than the
differences between the various types of agricultural lands.
Building the Data Base
Once data have been collected, it is first converted to map format
(except Landsat and NCIC data). This is accomplished by plotting data
on overlays for a common base map.
The data are then converted to computer data .files by the use of the
digitizer. The digitizing process converts positions on a map (in this
case our base map) to X, Y coordinates and assigns a variable name or
value to that coordinate. This entity is then stored in the c(-mputer
file. After all points on a single overlay have been digitized, the
"file" is closed and a new file begun for the next overlay. Each file
represents one overlay, which represents one type of variable; e.g.,
soils, road systems, surface water, etc. The NCIC topographic data
and the Landsat-derived land cover data are already in computer file
format and are fed directly into the data base file system. The final
data base is simply a computerized version of each of numerous map
overlays stored in separate computer files.
New information which might be under consideration need only con-
form to those criteria listed before; i.e., the addition of information
to the data base is a routine operation identical to that for the initial
overlays and requires no special treatment and will not affect existing
data files. Likewise, corrections or updates of portions of existing
files are possible through the use of efficient editor routines.
Using the Data Base
The actual evaluation of deer habitat is accomplished through the
use of an extremely flexible computer program which examines each cell
of the data base. The program uses a logical argument constructed by
the user to evaluate the data base on a cell-by-cell basis. The argu-
ment is a Boolean statement of the general form.
if Ax  and Bx 2 and Cx3 ..., then Y
were
xi is a data base variable
A, B, C, etc., are weighting coefficients, and
Y is a cell which satisfies the argument conditions.
Each cell of the data base is reviewed and its ability to satisfy
the argument is determined. This evaluation can involve some or all of
the data base variables. Cells which satisfy the argument are "flagged"
and printed in a map at the end of the program run.
F.
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These data bases, then, become a managerial and planning tool which
permits the display and evaluation of white-tailed deer habitat in a
given geographic area.
Any existing habitat evaluation procedure can use the data base as
basic input data and the results of that procedure displayed. This can
facilitate the evaluation of habitat evaluation methods themselves.
By adjusting only one variable at a time while comparing the habitat
with herd conditions, the data bases can indicate the significance of a
variable in a habitat.
The updating and correction of the data base is, by virtue of being
computerized, rapid and economic. Further, new variables can be added
or old ones can be deleted without affecting the balance of the data base.
Finally, it should be recognized that while these data bases were
originally intended for use in white-tail deer management, they can be
used for a wide variety of species. The data is stored largely unbiased
and unweighted and can be evaluated by the model for ecological consider-
ations limited only by the knowledge of the user constructing the modPls.
`7!
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es p ecially	 for them or having to restrict their analysis to
existing tools.
IDEm
 (named fcr image Qata based Manipulator) is a
geoyrdrhic
	 information system (CIS) desic,ned to apmonstrate
anr4
 evaluate the dowers of the 	 general
	 manipulative
functions.	 A g eographic information system may to thought
of	 as a geographically oriented,	 image Lased database
management
	 system with
	 the audition of some form of image
information	 anal y sis	 tool.	 The	 imaqes	 contain
location-specific
	 data	 6hick	 is	 information	 that
	 is
concerned with, or that can be distributed over, land areas.
14 at,y different types
	 of	 data	 are
	 tucatioti - specific.
Property
	 ewnerst i r ► land use, cuver, anti etevatior, contours
are all examr,tes of location-s p ecific data.	 for	 each	 type
of	 oat4 there are uifferent t y^ es of users cerforming their
analysis.	 This	 rrake^,
	 it	 very	 uifficult
	
fcr
	
a	 single
generalised ceoerphic
	 informatiun	 system
	 to sup p ort the
vdriec,	 apK,licatior	 s p ecific	 analysis	 need	 of	 its	 user
cummunity.
	 For
	 this reason I0-M was aesiyned to have very
st run b central ima a mz!nipulativ ,
 functions tc suprart,
	 and
perhaps	 even	 suprti^nt,	 the inc:ividualizeu analysis tools.
ey having	 sin!-, it set of image operators thit
	
may	 perform
the actions of the bulk of the analysis proyrd+rs, generality
is incrcaseu ano the current usf•rs are stilt :,upporteo.
	
The
main	 auvanta e of thi
	 me'_hoo is that new users may use the
system .itt: p ut havino to have are
	 analysis	 Fro, ram	 written
There are two t y pes of manipulative functions in I D b M :
the sia:ple	 single	 image	 functions	 ana	 the more complex
multi-iu.age	 comtinational	 functions.	 The	 simple
maniputc,tive	 functions	 work	 or	 just the displayed image.
The	 simple manipulative	 functions	 in	 IURM	 are	 color
chargin.,,	 zooming:,	 shifting, and wincowing.	 The more
complex functions Ere basea upon	 image extEnsions to the
eight common arithmetic ana lof ► icdl operators
and >.	 They perform their inoicate.i action on two or more
itilayes to	 term	 a	 single,	 resultant	 image.	 A	 detailed
explanation of	 the action of each operator may ue found in
the documentation cf the V^Vl q command.
The IGu	 system is cesionrd to operate U  a Data
I
	
eneral FcIiose S/11( n.ini comput er system.	 A Lex inatd color
raster	 graphics	 SyStcm	 serves d 	 the main ^ r4phiCal image
dispI.y device.	 I t ^'i splays 4' (, lines of E4_ r, ixeIs/line in
64 colors.	 A Vari^^n electrostatic printer/plotter serves as
the in,a,e harccopy device.	 also ircluc'ed as a part 	 of	 the
system	 are	 a	 cord	 rea p er,	 paper	 ta me 	 Lunch/rea p er,	 a
mannetic tape drive, and a 9"N r.is 	 cirive.	 The usual method
of data entr y tc the system is through mainetic tape.
Inc,* was written in a nodular form and consists 	 of	 45
routine:	 and	 over	 u-1 lines cif code.	 All but two of the
ruutine5 were writter in Data g eneral FORTRAIi V.	 The	 other
i
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es p ecially	 for them or havini to restrict their analysis to
i
existinc, tools.
There are two t y pes of manipulative functions in 	 ID8Mi:
the simple	 single image	 functions	 and	 the more complex
multi — image	 comtinational	 functions.	 The	 simple
manipulative	 functions work on just the cispla y ed image.
The	 sim p le manipLldtive	 functions	 in	 IUhht	 are	 color
changing,	 roomin -,	 shift inn, and winnow inc.	 The more
complex functions are busea upon 	 image extensions	 to the
eight common urithfetic ant logical operators
and >.	 They perform their incicated action on two or more
images to	 tcrrr	 a	 single,	 resultant	 irlaye.	 A	 detailed
explanation of	 the action of each operator may of found in
thE> documentation cf the UkAw command.
ihu ICU	 system	 is	 rEsinnrd to operate or a Data
Genera I F  t i p se S	 r,.ini comput Nr system.	 A Lex idata toter
raster	 graphics	 ^ystcm	 serves as the main graphical imaee
display device.	 :t 1,isptays o`:	 tines of 64'" r , ixels/line in
64 colors.	 Udri.n electrostatic printer/plotter serves as
the image harucopy device.	 Alto ir,clu(4ed as a part	 of	 the
system	 are	 u	 card	 reader,	 paper	 tare	 Lunch/ reader,	 a
ma g netic tepe drive, an 	 a 9 !lfv disc cirive.	 The usual method
of data entr y tc the syster^ is through magnetic take.
1^^" was writ ter in a nodular form and consists	 of	 45
routines	 and	 over	 c u- tines of codes .	 All but two of the
routines wrr F, writter in Dot 	 reneraI FOFTRA!a V.	 The	 other
7G	 ^ 1 AL Y :^^a ^ ; l
F pptJR ^iU ELI iY
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two were written in assembly tanguoge. They were, however*
originally	 w r i t t e r in FORTRAN but
	 the execution speed
advantages
	 of	 <ssembler
	 necessitated the conversion.
Portability of the system has not been diminished as these
routines are very simple and conversion to other machines
would be very easy. Fortacility is also not
	 riiminishea
	
by
the use of	 two rata General supplied run — time routines to
create and delete files as these are common to most systems.
Portabilit y is influenced Ly	 the	 fact	 that	 Data	 General
FORTRAN is recursive and t^.o routines make use of this.
	
The
two routines use
	 recursion to parse and evatu4te image
expressions
	 involving	 parentheses.
	 The	 expressions are
pardea	 via an Auyrtenteo Transition Network (A TIN) to be able
to Detect errors aru give in form at ive
	 error	 messages.
	 It
the	 system	 is	 trdnsterred	 to	 another	 raehine	 without
recursive FORTRAN, these tao
	 routines
	 must	 be	 rewritten.
Conver - ior)	 of	 t 
	 other
	 rout ines,
	 shoulu pose no serious
probtrrr-,.
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two were written in dssernt,ty language.	 They were, however,
originally	 writter	 in FORTRAN	 but	 the	 execution speed
advantages	 of	 rssembter	 necessitated	 the conversion.
Portabilit y of the system has not been diminished as 	 these
routines are very simple and conversion to other machines
would be very easy. Portability is also not	 diminished	 by
the use of	 two Cata (enerat supplied run-time routines to
create and delete files as these are common to most systems.
Portabilit y is inftuenced Ly	 the	 fact	 that	 Data ueneral
FORTRAN is recursive and two routines make use of this.	 The
two	 routines	 use	 recursion	 to parse	 and evatu4tt image
excress ion s
	
involving	 parentheses.	 The	 e=xpressions	 are
parr.vc	 via an kugnenteo Transition Network (ATN) to Le able
to uttect errors aru jive informative	 error	 Fressaurs.	 It
the	 system	 is	 transferred	 to	 another	 machine	 without
recursive FOk IRAN 9 t h ese two	 routines	 !rust	 he	 rewritten.
Conversion	 of	 t 	 other	 rout ines	 shoulo pose no serious
probltrrs.
2, Descrirtion of Lommdnus	 :qtlGlti
OF POOR QUALITY
	
Most commands to IDdM have several
	 forms.	 In the
fot Low inq	 description,	 arguments
	 enclosed	 in ( ) are
optional so that dry, or none, of the ar guments may be
included in the cunm.nde	 if the arguments are enclosed in a
C I, one must to sF.ecifieu.	 Parentheses are used to signify
that	 the arguments
	 ^,o	 to g ether	 but they do not actually
appear in the cemm;nr'.
	 Tht uppercase worts in the command
shoulo be
	 enterec exactly
	 as shown.	 The lowercase words
stand for a variable input by the user.	 In most	 cases,	 by
just	 spec ifyiny	 thf	 keywcro,	 any	 aaditienal information
nee p eu c-v the systf- m will cause c±romnt- tcc t,r issuea to
	 the
user	 to cbtdin	 the information.	 An answer of 'NU' to ary
prompt gilt cause the• command to Le aborttd with no
	
harmful
effects.	 If	 d	 +intake is n -iuF while tynin, in a cummanc+,
the Utl. (backsFeca) 4vy may to used to	 c o r r t C t	 the	 Prror.
Opt iondIIy,	 the	 entire
	
commant:
	 line	 rray Le discarded t,y
pressin,, the t key.
DLFI iL I"'4Fn 00 -,., As, =) fitcr,ao,e
	
it,t DFFIr.F cinrr; y n, is use' to	 set	 up	 a	 relationship
between a p reviousl y Favetl image and a temporary image name
that niay bt used it an at: l etrdic and logical expression.	 Up
to nine	 tvrnt,c.r.,ry	 i,na4es.
	 I "u F1	 -	 I y k,F9,	 1,1ay	 F' t: 	 used
simuttareousIy.	 I " o Fu	 is	 the	 irrage
	 currently
	
veiny
displayed and can also ue us Fe: it an expression.
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	Most commands to IDbM have several	 forms.	 In the
fol tow inq	 oescric:tion,	 arguments	 enclosed in ( ) are
optional so that ary l or none, of the	 arguments may be
included in the cunmande	 If the arguments are enclosed in a
C ], one must to stecifieo.	 Parentheses are used to signify
that	 the	 ar`t;umerits	 f ,u	 to g ether	 tut they do not actually
appear in the eomm:.nd.	 The up p ercase worCS in the command
shoulo be	 enterec txactly	 as shown.	 The lowercase words
stana for a voriabte input by the user * 	in n.ost	 cases•	 by
just	 spec iiyiny	 ths, 	keywcro,	 any	 aaditirnal information
neeaed t;v the system Witt cause orompte to ue issued to 	 the
user	 to	 rbtain	 the information.	 An answer of 'tiv' to any
prompt rill c.:use ttov c u m m a n u to LP aborted with no	 harmful
effects.	 If	 Mistake is n3uf whilP typinc, in a cummanci,
the D t L (b ackSFaee) kt y may to used to	 correct	 thr	 error.
Optionally,	 the	 entire	 ccmmanc	 linP	 Tray L  discarded by
prPssin, the \ key.
D L F I +t I^O Fn iTO	 , Ati	 =) filtr,ur,,e
c	 .
	
the DFFIr.F cortn;Yn rl is use's to	 set	 up	 a	 relationship
between a P rev iouf L  Caved iir,a a and a temk- crary i rage name
that a.a) he used it „n A!-et,rdic and loeicat expression.	 Up
t
to nine	 tF'mpur " ry	 ia;a.es.	 I "u F1	 -	 I'0 6F'>,	 Joiay	 he	 used
simultareously.	 I"oFv	 is	 the	 iRage	 currently	 veiny
disptayed and can AFu ue useu it an expression.
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DkAw Lfilerame, excrestion, HISTCGkAM, (LAk y YS (TAPE) n)]
The DFAU comm nd is used tc; uis pLdy	 p..rticuldr irage,
a logical and algetraic combination of imsges,	 a	 tsar-chart
histogr"m	 of	 the	 rolur	 densities	 of the judge currently
being displayed,	 cr	 r,	 LARSYS	 formatteu	 tdve.
	
when	 an
expression	 is user', it is evdluatru strictly left to right,
but pdrentheses mov Ue	 u:,vd	 to	 yivP	 precedence.	 Legal
OperdridL	 in	 the	 expressions	 art• 	I"'Lf;	 t h r u	 IMCI	 ano
inte4ers.
	
Le"di overators gy re +,-,* , /,s,1,<,_, am >.	 Tke
four
	
arithmetic	 cpr• r,tors +,-,*,/ vertorm their r(-s;ective
actions on equival-nt rixels in each source	 i -^ac• c	 tc)	 form
t h F
	 re-uLtont	 iv..^,' ".	 Fur ttiv	 nd > o;.er,tors the rixeIs
that ao nut h L L 0 t ruf . in ti,E rF, Lvt io n are set to zern in the
rtSultiri-_: im ,,t;	 those	 ttat	 U 	 d r e	 will	 hove	 a	 Fixrl
intensity	 of	 the	 first	 ia,ahe.	 T h P	 i,'du ( k ) orerutor is
cie f i nt. t- ^;ir-iI..riI	 where	 the	 i	 o e c	 ..ry	 iift(rent	 the
result	 is	 zero, ctherwisi- they are not c him r<,ea	 i:ouaI (=)
ha - GePri	 inel tic: eo	 tur	 svir ontir	 redsuns	 !ut	 ti 	 action
&:ertorrar:
	 is	 eau iv ,LHnt	 to	 t t e A % D ontra c; r.	 The OF	 )
operator tr;rirticns	 s L n t i t L v
	
1:r	 cv4LrLay	 ..herP	 the
result	 o f	 ii	 iriu	 t.,c	 iraaes	 is	 the ;,ixeL vaL tit, s of the
secunc i !ndce where	 s	 inforr a! ion	 (non-zero)	 and	 the
firse	 imdf- e	 else:h r 	 (I	 stort, nun - zrru vdli,es in the
seronu irid `v have	 r«cf l uCncc i;nc uver Lay thine of the 	 first
Sit
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RELEASE IMGf n	 OF POUR QUAIaTI
RELEASE is us f o to reaove the	 relationship between a
temporar y	i it. aae	 ranee	 and an	 image	 that	 was created by
DEFINLe	 An imac;e na y tie reaefined without previously being
RELLASEo.	 keleasirg	 IMGFU clears	 the	 screen.	 The STOP
command relea,es all definitions.
SAVc tins as) filerar l e description
The S O VE command saves a permanent copy of the currrent
display	 on o i s k	 under	 the	 specified	 filename.	 The
description m.y be any messaye under 80, characters in length
that	 describes	 tte	 image-.	 A `AVE into Iihufl - IMGF4 also
performs a DEFINE.
COPY tilename rTUv
T he COPY c on. m
tare file n ani:
nutruerou LFro (-).
the ta p e must have
3
Fr;U P J (TAPE) n
n,l copies the, specified file to
	
or	 from
the disk.	 The first the on the tape is
Tf a copy to tape is	 to	 be	 c1,erformed^
a write rin g pLacen ins iLje it.
PLOT LAi.L, (LINE( = )frstln, lastln FIxEL( = )frstrxr lastpx)J
PLOT	 a	 co; y	 of	 the	 current	 risplay	 to	 the
electrostatic	 prir , t p r/plotter.	 EithFr	 all or part of the
display may be plotted.	 The plot	 is	 a	 orayscale	 of	 the
displa y ed	 Olace.	 Low numuerea colors appe6r ULack and the
hinner numt,erer, cne s ure lighter.	 The max imur, line trust 	 be
less than 4o	 and 'h r, Rio ximum pixel nust Le less than 640.
30 7
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n T O	 Im p 	 (r ,^,	 u) j
This command Either	 changes
	
all
	
pixels
	 in	 the	 current
display that	 have entor	 n	 to	 tutor m,	 or	 changes	 color n	 to
have	 thv srecifieu rPu,	 green,	 and
	 blue
	
intensities. The
range
	 of n and	 m is	 u	 to	 03.	 The
	 rano_e	 of	 r,	 b ,	 and	 b is	 U
to	 255.
ENHAn,C t
r^ihANCE applies d linear stretch on the intensities
	 of
the pixels	 to	 f r r c e	 t h t	 uata values	 uve:r	 the entire
disF;lay4ble range cf the system.	 The chawie for each	 pixel
p is (p—min)/(mdx—nin+1)*b4^
SHIFT CUP, DOi%%, k 16HT , LEFT) n
	
4H FT moves the entire disl.tayed ima,,^ n oixets in
	 the
indicated	 uirectirn.	 f ixtls
	 shifted out r +
 the ima g e are
permanently lost.	 Zerr, vdlued pixels are introduced on 	 the
opposi tt s i uP.
NlhuOw
wI%DU'+ is uses to uefine a sa!61( rurtion of	 the	 image
as	 an	 area	 of	 interest.
	
The trackball cursor is used to
select the ent,ruints of the area.	 Ur} to ten	 Pndpoints	 may
be
	 aefine ,'.	 The	 imobe	 outsic, e	 the are.. is eraseo.
	 The
Maximun arc. u` the square enclusiny the
	 selected
	 area	 is
6UC' U- ano the u i f f e ► erne in y (vert ical ) must oe 1oC^ or less.
GET (HISTOGkAM)
bET returns the x, y, and z (color) of the pixel	 under
the cursor. GET f+ISTObRAM prints on the console the number
of pixels of each intensity.
GkAYSCALE n
The GPAYSCALC comrand sets the color luck-up table	 to
be d i>r p yscale with n levels.
FALz>ECOLOk n
Falsecolor sets the color took-up table to have one 	 of
the	 three aifferert falseculcr tyres.	 n falsecolor took-up
table is b p sed on the nethou of assigninn the intensities of
the three colors.	 The look-"p table is	 oivideo	 into	 four
levels	 of	 intensit y 	of	 the	 first	 color.	 Each nt these
levels is divided four levels of	 the second color.	 Then
each	 of these tev c Ls is further divided into four levels of
thF third culur giving t4 uifferent color corbinations. 	 The
ort'er of the colors in the first	 falsecotor	 type	 is	 red,
green, and r,lue; the second is Llue, red, anc! preen; and the
third is green, blt.e, ,nd red.	 The range of n is 1,2,70
Z00m COiv, OfF, ((T;;) n (X))]
LOU" activates the hardware zoom
trackball	 cursor.	 'ol,^'	 and	 'UFF'
cursor vn th«- scrLt:n.	 Le^,al values of
are	 u,1,2,	 anu a.	 A zero power remo
or :x, movinn the 4rzckuall al lo ►.s	 a
associated	 with	 the
place and remove the
n	 (the	 Zucm	 power)
	ves the curs r.	 At 2X
user	 to	 'fl y	over'
sE.ectecc areas of th o_ scret , n.	 »t• en the cursor is on, a IUOM
is,
9
summand	 with	 no	 arguments will increase (if possihle) the
level of zoom.
IGINAI, PAGE 15
TEXT, CIRCLE, L1Nr, ^ECTANGLE	 pppR QUALI'T'Y
The four comm _nrs IFXT, CIRCLE, LINF, anu RECTANGLE are
used to write titles and shapes cirectly on the screen. 	 The
position of the ouiects to be nlaced on the screen are given
by x anu y.	 If the	 symbol is used instead of the numbers,
the user wilt tie prumptec to 	 nesition	 the	 cursor	 to	 the
desires: placement cf the oc,)ect on the screen. 	 The position
values shouLa t o it t h(.^ ran.,es of	 in x anu .-479 in y.
The	 color	 shoulu	 :e	 in	 t A	 ranee	 of	 !	 with the
exceptic"n that the text messac.e rust be last in the	 command
string, the ar('?umerts ri,ay Le in eny order.
It	 TcXT L()k, v), LJ C-'LOR i = ) n SITE (=) rr textnesSa;je
I E x T	 used to L^beL or write a message on the screen.
The pusiticri is where the ui,per-ri_,ht corner of the	 mRSSare
will	 start.	 East	 character	 is normally crintea in a 5x7
pixel	 font	 tihich	 !nay	 inc - eases}	 ;;y	 s,..ecifying	 a
multiplication	 factor in SITE.	 The color of the letters is
specif ied t y COLOK .
CI R CLE L(X, y), a':a COLOR (=) n SIZE (=) m
LI(-,CLF draw a circle centers-d 	 at	 the	 ,iven	 rositirn
with radius s^" eci t ied ! y S i1= an 	 color CCLUK.
10
LINE L(x, y), &) C (x. y), a: ) COLCk t = ) n
LIB+ E driaws a tine fron , the first p oint	 to	 the	 second
point	 ith cotor CCLOR.
RECTANGLE C(x, y), @1 C(x, y), a.] COLOR (=) n
kELTAkbLE is used to draw a rectangte of the specified
c o t u r	 % i t h upper-Left	 corner	 at	 the	 first position and
Lower-right corner at the secona.	 The	 color	 is	 yiven by
COLuk.
EjiASE
L P A S E c tears the 0i sj^tuy screen.
FUNC1 - Fu *005
FUlrC1 thru FU%L . --ire the co g mands to initiate any	 user
defined custom functions.
STOP
S TuP to rmi na t s 1 PbK.
of
3. Gperat ion Proeeaures
O,F PONOR QUALI'T'Y
OF P
To keep images from different projects separate, a Data
General RDCS directory is treated for	 each project.	 Each
directory contains only
	
IDe y and those im d oes associated
with the project.	 These directories	 are	 unknown	 to each
i
other and access to other directories cannot be cone unless
the other directories are initialized.	 If images from other
directories are to be dcce%seop an
IhIT otherci rector %name
cunmand must be given.
Tc run IUb l, 9 tn- fol Low inc rrocedure shr,uld 	 he	 token.
The	 u;dchire	 must Le turned on.	 If it is nc,t, s F the next
section to turn it on.	 If tdpes are to be	 useu,	 the	 tare
shoulo ue ndunted 9 ano the PO,Fk dr;d LOAD switches should be
prc-ssed.	 when	 t ► e	 rea	 bOT	 tiulit	 comes un, the uN LP -E
switch should be presseu. 	 Tyre the followinf	 con+mdnus.	 A
response other than 'k 	 inc,icatrs an error.
DIP DLC,
I N I I otherr'ireetar',nait, 	 if other directories are to be used
IP.IT MTL
	
if ta p es dre to be uspa
DI G prolectd ire ctory
Iuf.r
The proL,rarr is now running.
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
r
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URIGINAI• VA1,t'I'Y
^.1. Turn-on and -off Procedures
	
pp POOP.
The entire imi-ye p rocessing com p uter system is
	 powerea
on dnd off Dy the tollowinc, procedure.
jurn:gn
bath switches in the fuse box on the wall oppcsite the
door should be place!' in the ON position.
lht OC POWER	 rocker	 switch u 	 the	 disk	 shoulo	 be
flippfa	 ut to ON.	 6 hen the reo UPS li g ht beside it codes on
the CkI^E rocker s,itcFt shoulc :.F fliVred up to STAkT.	 The
tvRITF switch shoutr to in the up, r!vAdLE, position.
'fthc: key-lock _witch on the	 com p uter	 Hanel	 shoulo	 he
turneu to CN.
t o,th	 cunscl y 	must	 L:v	 turned	 on	 uv	 pulling	 the
ON-u,, iC, hT	 knot. s o	 the situ of the screens.	 T hey will take
several sec ono s to w•arr! up Le tor- dnythirot is vis.,t>LP on the
screen.	 Tt,e tridhtn!>ss of the screen	 may	 r , C- 	 aujustec	 t,y
r o t a t i n	 the knob.
Iha. L it , xivata iotaue processor is turnrd can Ly
	 .,	 tocgle
switch on its tack p.intL.
Thr	 (unrac
	
iw-..9e	 uis, , tay	 screen	 is	 turnl . a	 on	 by
prussin_; the F0,vFK switch in its lower left front corner.
if any P L c.,
 t t i rj is to be dune the varion	 Electrostatic
prihteriplotter
	 cuzy	 v turned t;y press inn the PUMEr ON and
ON Lli.t t uttons.
ti
Lift the rcSE1 Mey on the Lvmouter panel. 	 This is	 the
left-west	 key	 on	 the panel.	 1t wilt return to its normal
putiitior, after ueiru releaser.'. 	 t ake sure th.t the	 numbered
13
keys
	
ore	 all	 it the	 lower position except	 for keys
0,11,13 9 14 9 and 15 which	 should	 be	 in	 the	 up	 position.
After the red READY lic.)ht on the disk drive lights up, raise
the dark blue Pk LCAD key on the computer panel.
FILENAME?
should appear on the console.	 Depress the CF	 (return)	 key
on the keytuard.	 If the next response is:
PARTITION IN USE - TYPE C TO CONTINUE
enter a .(capital) C.	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
()l' PQOR QUALITY
The next response shoulo be
MAFPED ECLIPSE (S/13r,S /23UgC/'3C) RDOS REV t. u
MONTH (M/D/0 ?
Enter the numt:er of the current month	 ( 1 -1e),
	
da y 	of	 the
month	 ( 1 - 7 1),	 an y -.	 year	 (last	 two	 or	 all	 four oicits)
foILowe4 by CF:.	 Either a space or a '/' should be	 uses	 to
separate	 the	 rnonth,	 oay,	 and year.	 It next asks for the
t i m e w i t h
TI ,"'E 04 :M 	 ?
Enter tl,r	 current
	
hour	 (u-2-1),	 the	 minute	 ( u -59),	 and
optionally	 the	 second (L-59) followed ty CF.	 The response
shoulo L , e 'k'.	 Ty Fe the fullowiny lines 	 on	 the	 keyboard.
The correct response for each is
SV,FM,
EhFu/E CLI
Tt,e system is now cartpl-^tely turret: on	 and	 Loth	 terminals
`	 ar- reOcy for ust .
lvrU_Q!l
The last remaining user may Gower the syste m down by
fc► l Low ifig this procedure.
From the leftrtost terminal, type
DIP DLf)
and then press both the CTFL anti F keys si,,ultaneousty.
F 	 IEkOr,
may to F rinteo on the conscle.	 text type
kiLLASE D,^r-
The correct system responsti is
MASTER LEVILE ULEr'SED
Turn the cisk drive switch to STGP.
Turn off F;r,tth consoles, the Lexioata	 image	 Frocessorr
the	 Lorrrac	 uispl,:y screen, the V.rian printer/plotter, and
the comp-uter front pinel.
	
when tht• disk stars moving,
	 turn
the It flower switch to off and turn off both switches in the
fuse uox.
'. 1 .	 Ir.aye FiLenarre^
Inoue file naves consist of	 a	 airect..ry	 nane	 header
follow p u	 r_y	 the	 ima ;tr	 name uno a possible extension. 	 An
exam{-=le	 f ile	 name	 i s	 'IF IN:i,,YI V AGE4.DF'.	 AlF.hanumeries
(letters	 arr(a	 nurrters) are the enly allowable eh,jracters in
the fill mimes.	 lt, e oirectcr) sec ti('n (Ir'I:. in t h t P)-.amplP)
is she project nar y.	 rht- re the irnaye was cr,^ te(I ant 	 starer'.
Access
	
to	 that i rr, ;e insiue th -e F.- raject r!i rectory I 	 may
just ust ttt name ,°Y Tr. ;uE4.DP as the current uirectory	 nave
is assumes.	 users	 in other cirectories must use the full
name.	 They rust also have earlier initialized IPIN via
	 an
•	 IDBM I N I T coma+and.	 A colon	 separates the directory name
from the actual file name. The filename may be uo to ten
characters in length.
	 A period	 separates	 the	 filename
from a possitle one or two character extension.
Images saved cn disk via the ICBM SAVE commano may take
up several tens of thousands of	 bytes	 of	 frisk	 space far
storaue.
	 It	 is	 the	 users	 rus ponsibitity to keep older,
i
unuseo imac:es off the disk.
	
Cne
	 ethod is
	 to	 save	 images
directly from tape try one cf the temporary irrage files IM6F1
Iim CFL as these i',re deleted at the enu of tach session and
so uo net take up ,.erinanent sr . ace.	 Unfortun itely 9	 it	 also
furces	 the	 ust,r	 to reIu,u his ima g es at every session. 	 A
murt: reasonable aprroach is to leave his wurkiny	 images	 on
disk	 anti l	 hE	 i 5	 Cone with them.	 He rs,ay then celetc the
ima -;es off the Gisr having Freviousty conies	 them	 to	 tape
for	 futurt refererce it they !nicht to used again.
	
The IDBM
COPY command was irr_luoed primarily for this
	 p urpose.	 Two
Data bener^ l r@OS currmands, LIST and DFLFTE, may :,• used for
fi n oino and ueletinc old imace files.	 As they are not IDIM
cummar ► ds, they must he uses: only after the !Lbil, command STOP
has Leen given.	 I lo" may be restarted by tyc!in4 ill bm.	 The
format of the LIST ecru-mand is:
LIaT filenaror
If the file exists, the nave wilt Le printeu dlcng with	 its
size.	 If nu file nrme is printr-d, the file ooes nut exist.
16
LIST with	 no	 filename	 lists	 all	 files	 in	 the	 current
directory.	 The	 Spec idl	 character '-' may be used if only
part of the complete file name is known. 	 For example
LIST 1-.-
wit  list all f  les that start with an 'A' with any
extension.
'-I ST -.T)f
will list ell file, that have extension 'OP'. 	 The files may
then Le H e leted via the- DLLLTL command. Its format is
DELETF filendne
?.'.	 Ta;1e Lonversiun
bince the Lan o .sat CC 	 VSS taPC-s have hdC	 in	 t h t 	 pas,
several	 fcrniat	 chdnyjvs	 cone	 the	 fact thot the EUD-LARSYS
cla;;sificatton haclje:e only wc,rks	 on	 LAkSYi	 or	 UNIVERSAL
fu rat attrd
	 takes,	 t " e	 LAi IS 5 format has beta chusen as the
^'e fviote ^ensin, Protect stancard.	 All	 L .'nosat	 tapes	 must
therefore	 be conv,-rtes: into the L4KSYS format un the Univac
maintrane.	 if the rrformatteu Lanc'sat tat_es are to he prawn
with 1 1,)j- on the inaf.e processinr system, thiy must he tuilt
at d take density c 	 6 - u bpi.	 hraever,	 a	 tarje	 2, 4 L;	 ft.
reel	 of	 tope onl y bolus 6pproximatel y halt a LanVsat scene
at that + er:sity.	 lar : v5at tar: es r,ay	 he	 obtained	 from	 the
E	 t'^;ta center.	 F or these *.area ex posed ;rior to January
1 y 7'y 9 they should re uttairie( I in band interleaved f o r n a t	 on
either	 one	 i f-jO	 b	 taLe	 or	 two	 C$tp.i	 tapes.	 The
. ,)stream to do th^ conversion of these ta p es is:
0
	
17
1fkVii rtrniaoaccnc,4ro)ectido33"'
a@ASb,TJh	 UUTAP,I^h//////t:,outputape
or
@ASG ,TJ 	 UUTA.F', 1 eN ////// 6,outputape
,^MiStj,k PLEA.-,C MOUNT output ape RING IN
aASG,TJ	 TAPE ,I6N///.///u, input apf
@ASb,TJ	 T/.PE,ItN//////4.,inputI/in^ute
itASu,T	 CCT, //
i4XQT
	
JSCaVTAP
area specification
uut rout i+ s COJ b p i
outvut 4 16CU bpi
input on ono tape
input on two tapes
For tdp(-S	 expose; diter January 1^7 0 ,	 they	 should	 be
f
obtaineu	 in geometrically corrected, hand sPyuential format
on to 1 +L'=' `t,A tares.	 Thr conversion runstream is:
R^Jt, runira ► aecno,p r o eCtid, '
i A u,TJh	 ,UTAP, 1 ^v //////(.vout^ ut jpe	 outL'ut a ^'G() bF-i
or
rr',	 ,TJ	 t;uTAP, 1 -NI/////!: ► outi Lt j{ a	 (jutiut L, hi n t, Gpi
1`i	 to. FLc^.rt fo ;)L'ivT CutFutrj,e l ^p• u j*d
:ASv ► iJ	 r^i^F1,1F• i^/////1W,inGutact 1
MA Su,TJ TAFt	 N/	 irqutaj e[	
('iGINAL PAGE IS
i A S tj ► T C C T	 , NOR QUALITY
tiAGI	 J:,C." . T AV
arf-a specification
where tte arca scrcifi cat ic;n consists of	 three	 cards	 that
ccnirul the ccnver!irn Froctss.
CARD 1	 (n tfe otuf-r tor(,;at the first caru consists of the
vun:Ctr of oata td^Ps (1 cr 2') in	 column	 one	 and
it
	
TI	 18
f
l
any ceserir , tion of tht area to to converted on the
rest of the taro.
	 The entire caru may Le used for
the description on the newer format.
CAhD ?	 Ending it totumns S anv 1L, is the number of 	 the
Lr+R - YS
	 output
	
tape
	 and tie	 file number on the
c-utput t,pe that the reformatted irraae
	 is	 to	 Ce
storud.
	
Thu	 first
	 file on the to p e is numbered
me (1).
CAI,D 7	 rncinka it rutumns `, 1C, 15, an„ Li-' is	 the	 first
tint,
	 f irst
	
V  met,
	 last tine, arc last pixet of
the area to to cunvcrtud.
(.,-) TGIN AL P AtU tt)
f ;	 OR Q121\ 13TY
r
k
4
C-
r
IN	 1y
4 	 LxanvIHy cf Use
	
Thw- tr (lc-win" consists of a exomF,le 1Duh session. 	 The
us e rs	 Loinrr.onc:s	 .,ru	 resl.onscs vrt . unt'ertinru.	 Those lines
LqF
t
starttO with an ' R ' ,ire con.i,ents ex^laininc, the corrmands aro
i
r
are riot aetudlly ertr • reu Into the 5 stein.
ai
3
t	 IUI' ^_ I 
	
CGL NF'c
	
S;Ckt
E i,. T t k	 C t, 'vi, P	 ^. D
rir__ l r s y	 t_^re
+k Lures Turn:attr	 td a is ^r:+r. r.	 It na', a ch.vnnFLs and
*L 4 	 i re L ` i n eacf' `c rl LinC•
4 LHA0,hEL`
I AF L  iL1".l
I 	 E.CkIf TIC, N — E 4 ,^
ENTLj . CriAI, t 
	
NU°t _K
E;,ILL L1'1^ ` Tt	 tir:I
E rlt 	 fI L L a Tl' 5  Ir
E T`t,	 i "LL a TC' Un P.. =_Y
E,. I Lh CL	 ND
r Zsca lt_°
Et^'.R 1L. ti' •:^d OF l:t<"Y LE^tL:, !4
*Tt-c i -, - ane i . r L t °e.,nincfL.l ExcrE:t in s ► ,,1 E s of	 rJY.
F;j 7 t	 1, , V ly As',j
^svr 1L 1	 f 
q3
E f. I t R C. S C r I P I I iD (,.
L	 a	 r- —I L Z ine	 L Li o L, C t L 2
I	 m	 s s j ve	 cn ; i s #( rite t n t n a meir, e i L i2 9 rp
E N T	 C u:' i ,i
L: t f r) L i	 L I r e
* I h c t i i	 L	 rp is	 t i r i u u to i ri - t 2
E N T
j	 t 4	 1 LS^ jL	
- -	
_ _ t 1: L
L t,	 r E v i c u s L y s	 e f i p	 L L r i	 i5 i t i	 t c i t7i a f 4
, I L R C t,	 .0
ire..	 1	 -'4
U 4/
L T iP P I Nt. C H .1 ;, N L L 4
T
u L&
DA' 	 L,	 / i / 19
DE ^ ' I i I v
L A I.	 v" A S	 i
. TLti	 Cr.-
L22a, t (
Er. TL ,
r -
t r,.	 i, in	 sarri,tr	 s L 4 c t i un is	 t: L r)
P u S I T I	 . C i. k :, 0 P T 'i o F I fi E	 - I N t-
i I C k I	 C U' N T I INU L I -I r A r I KE Y THE E. C P	 L	 I !, T
T I e c ur s o r i s p c s i t une d ovc r t t v 1st poi nt
2
k6.
a	 !
9f	
'1
H i T (r< i) Cur.Tl'.Ut, "1T ANY KEY THEN C r
 Of, L A ST POINT
* The cursor is pob itiuned over t h•e 2nd point.
HIT Ch VO (^,.T14Ut, HIT ANY KL Y THEN CP O N
 LEST PuINT
* T h r cursor i:, ros it ored c)vo-r t tie 3r.] point.
HIT C 	 1^! C.' T:%Ut,
	 iT A w Y KEY T h r P. L  P
	 L % ST P')1%T
* The c j r s o r is ;,,.)s it iur•ed over t he 4t h point .
HIi Ch I^ CC. TI ii UL. ^ , IT ANY kE Y Ih FN L P '1.. L A ST PuINT ilk
*T 1,
	cursor is ,us iti one d over the• tast rLint.
F'.TEk CL"MIND
c uOw
*A hi, her :Jc;;.	 is LS'-d to k A4n if)(	 thr- wir..n«
E 	 Ck, ^MI;v",
Sgt histg_r,a,-,
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
* I h n i -- t c r	 L f tnF	 i n u u. i s r r i n t I: .OF POOR QUALITY
*•^rtP t 1,P
	
^s
	
th e 	 wi n,,nw Lin	 •	
L
'v	 JJ - '•Z •	 1	 •	 C	 F •
14
1=	 ^^'. 1^	 i 17 1L1.
1_	 1i,. 1Y ?_^ 79.
21	 1 ^^	 1:.. 2.: 1^.
27 c`
^l ( '. 0.
L.
46 L 7 n.
49 L. C.
s- .. q, o.
r ^
22
* ,ef (ec tanctr v.Lue c	 frca, ,:ver't
	 f ointc	 are ebt	 nr^.
(x, y ,,)	 = (	 i 1,1"1`)
ENTE R'	 C.
k J' t
(t,Y,1)	 _ (1 1,x,',,1;	 )
Er.'_
	 C
crt
AI.UF^IGIN
iS
RUp,LITY
PJOR
LA t
Er. T c- 	C	 A,`^U
ira_ (i_^t_>i_)_(ir^^ <1_)
*atl
	 t 	 xce(t that of i!tenFity 1^,1^, and 1r
*i^ sirinpfu	 y.
q`	
23
ENT_- k ( i,	 AND
Ki ra .,  i - , f -6
tic u r i i ra i i P . a , * 	 is rest  r
E	 C
CLi ri, t-	 .4	 t o
L t	 r, t c r. s L v	 rr r	 iL nrr•v s a L
E	 L	 'i
cr	 Q 1.1 t	 I	 L L__,
I .; C L	 ,%D
f. Li u i 11 1s, 4^Q&L.Iad
^ '.	 r-	 C L "'.r A 
it 
1)
h a ri _- e i ' 
_u = I - I = _=
I t' 40 j I - C L F	 f	 i r) t f . - i t y V	 U t	 17 a r e s n o . ri
L	 L
L	 li i u i = L -
	
ra y s c lc	 U t	 CK on the i n,	 p
L	 C
c r	 i	 t <	 It
T V, Lr n t- L
	
a re shown  , f	 e c t i, r-1
	 int oe r-	 i t i	 f	 4^
* d r- u i t, F, ,	 "	 c h , r, r, t, L	
-.	 -, L k .. I L, I i I	 ' -
L	 C
a I Q L
PWPon
P nf ,
.
. 
A A
4?
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5.	 -,,,r t xtension: to Iht:.
r 'evel0.L	 tl,	 c;vr„(,nstratt	 an 	 L 	 t U A t P
	 the
C	 r l i tics	 C 	 trrr	 ant: rjl m.r	 Ll o  ivc- tLr,rt iur, s.	 mince
its	 tIzi - rt	 ctjectitir
	
ccnctntr.,te0	 on	 i.,,GLP it, enting
m ricuI tive	 furic cns	 whicr	 rrt:vi0	 a vary Fowe•r f Ll. yv 
^:enLr„lr.e. , t	ft.unr,tii, ► i	 to	 co.rahhic	 u.'ta	 rocessinc,
Littlt	 t't`Lrt
	 pLt into t 	 retrs of ,tecitic analysis
tucis,.
	 If sctcifit
	 • n,lytic
	 or	 manirutatiVL
	 c ce^-i(ities
or'	 r. t i.'l'l	 t »o	 L!'S	 ..V	 V LSer' t t
	
ut t r.. n thFr •
	
The
first	 i_	 t	 h	 ilit	 irFetly
	
t 	 T e
s ) stt,,.	 stiff	 re s:urn
	 c.le fnr u.. ir,tPnanct	 of	 I L I	 shLUlC! t.e
c,	 lit	 fur trl
	 cl•oic P .	 . t	 t. ct nc: &t- t hu
	
rreke
	 use of a
;rc, 	s 	 in i[
	 "r eS t
	Li.•tL'r
	
f r r
	 tI. s
	 r,urH!.sP	 The
Iu	 c	 m. ► i•	 F	 L	 —	 rk	 rt	 c
	
L 	 tc ^,,;,,,.	 rcutirirs
^hil.i,	 y !t	 r ; l et , u	 y	 I aLize.:	 Futrcutirc- s
	
for
cu C tt.,;
	 on. it.r	 is.	 to	 t i v	 v 	 Lizr':	 su:.ruutir,es reay
L  L`_t u at L • t	 tir	 Inl y st.c L
	 t naa!t	 UiI	 FUhC1
ti,r.it ... r:	 :;t,, r,
	 TI	 F	 C`
(ht	 r..,,i,ik,tj	 , rcutint ,	 r.,y	 rerfor,	 tr,eir	 aeti(n
tLt .lL •	 irt.	 rntt	 rt L*	 Iv	 t,r tt,, y may rake u^t
	
t t
	
sr)n p
	c 
tt,.	 s;strr.	 t»er
	 1t t	 vstc71	 15 t 
	 t utec	 t ►'t	 file
I; i .:HCLGt
	
i ust	 L i i;L'. ir, t rtir	 T	 ruutires.
	 r 
f
	 ,.	 thr	 rr,.	 which is
	 .tfi^r 4 	in	 the
	 inclueeC
file	 th	 .,	 cr ,	 stria	 n	 CALLir,:: C	 L' (trr^r)	 tt:e
actitn ,ill t,t
	 Ier'nrn,f	 .	 T h t	 r turne r' f, rr, r	 c •:	 0.itI
	 to
	?%	 2 s
:rru	 it n 	 rrrur cc.rurreo .,no u ► IL if an error 6i 	 occur.	 A
s e r	 f 5trinL: a. ni,t,Lcltiur functions is providec to build
the lNrl t T i rr..y an , - wt t L 	 t,	 r + c crit•Er	 in	 tht	 ful lowing.
utf, r	 ruutint•	 wl'ich	 ,rte	 Uircctl y 	catI.tLt:	 trurr	 the
iIIc victua	 suir utinr	 err	 al -z u	 urscri:,ru.	 All
r..rart T r,	 arc	 s unrd	 to	 L•	 of	 tYre	 INTE:,IF,	 unless
0tr cr..i ,e r0Lc r•.
1.	 Lrin;	 Rni tL.- ticn „utints 	 PAGE ISOF POUR (QUALITY
TF	 l i. r.ry f iL	 :,r? l,.'_.L_	 contains	 set	 of	 Data
irrrr,l	 F(f,?7mA ► .	 t	 c..lLuLLv	 rrutinec	 uet, ncd fur s t r i r ;
nan^,,t.l.ticr	 It	 cursist	 t	 tt-	 fcllc+.in,	 fifteen
r	 tine•:
^ :STf^	 c)RKSTF	 T	 T 
L "S T 	 r" .ST r	 L L.i STF
^T;;Th
	
Ll	 T	 JIcF
r,TV ,FF	 AF'G`TI	 FAC ►
T,;S T 	 A T S T F	 llr.rt,CK
The a:vxi-,un	 <..trir,	 Lin t ► 	 _LIL.:4t •	 is	 .'`c.	 cr,racter,.
E	 ( - Tn i,z)Tt•: )
L .,TI, i I	 L:. ic,l fu tic tirn tFat returns TP%UL u 	 FaL c
de ert4ir	 ur•	 abet; r	 the	 t 	 ^ t r i n s are lrxie.,ll y P:.uj
E 	 rr,.st be treL•,r	 :	 lc,,ieal	 it the rallir;	 Pro_; r,-..
M	 wi
T9
	
	 Zo
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
L T S T k (S T 1, ;) T i• _)	 OF POOR (QUALITY
L T :)Tk i s a t u i cu l furl- -, jon t hit returne TkUc or	 F AL SE
der ena ir.^:	 on	 whe tht.
 r	 STS 1	 is	 Lt . x i rat ty	 L P s s than 5TH2.
L I S T k	 St r.- rrct •rva to,;ical it the CdltirJU rro;, ran .
G I S FR(STR1 .'JTr,_.)
uT: T 	 r	 o l„ irc,l function t r ; t rr- turns TRUL or
	 FALSE
^ierevuirn•;
	 u 	 6rle tt, r
	 ST1,1
	 exic.tly crratrr than STR?.
G1 STR mt,st ur d  c t r u to(,ic.-sL it the caI L iri	 rro,rar.
A1DaTh(STk
	 It i•. )
ATcZ)T
	 i:, , scuruutinr whit	 convPrts tle h;LII	 s t r i r g
in	 Si ;
	t	 irate e 	 nu!r.cer r(- turner+ in irtiri.	 IFRP is the
rrt;.rr,r- err(.r cc..
	 .	 )ssltl!- err..rs
	 r, : u - no r- rrur, 1 -
nun-numt.ric charae'er in Si • , an:
	 - r^vf- r f Lc.w in
DI A aTh(:.1'• 1 j T m )
uTr,S1
	 is	 Suuruutine	 which
	 converts
	 tnc	 t  j Pr
nu - uer
	
L	 t 	 i i5
	
t .3C1I
	
churdcter
	 equivL ttnt
	 which is
returr.t	 f
	 r-.. t ivr,	 S1	 mitt	 have
	 a
Lam. .in
	 -	 c1,arac ter.
c	 Si	 is a y r.urur•tin(	 which r e t u ^ n
	
Tr,, 
tri p 	 first
c r,ar.c! r 	 of S T k 1 0rtit ; chjr..cttr of ST F1 uccurs wrJch is
dt • u in S T L :.
Th	 T R 1
	
1k^,STr( )
Si* is u scuruutint, which returns in STK	 the	 first
chardc'crs
	 „t	 ST 1	 that is ;t so in STF_ until
	 cI­ ar.ct In. r
e,
16-b	
"l
not in ;,1n. occurs.
St;i ,)Ik( )Tn t , 'c'CH 9 1 L'•9^Tkc)
J r ' :'T	 it	 ^, L:.rur+tine- whie ► 	 returns
	
in	 STFI-	 °it.+'
	 L F N
characters st.rtin	 t et,r etvr position ~L r.C H of STh1.	 If
LL'	 i!:	 . p ro,	 the	 emir«	 stria•:	 stortir,.	 at	 c	 rd  Fr
poSttion L' ► .,Ch is rtturnf,i
Armin(-Tk',STFc, Th')
A L 	 t is u sLurcutne ,.hic 	 enr,s - Tn. to the ena	 v 
S ?i err, rrturri i
	 irr z>Tn
	 It arrays ar p usec tv. hcl	 Lhe
sIrin,s, ;Th y ;r ,r.	 T	 mast L c .if f(rcnt „rr ys.
VA',Th( Trn1,ST z^ :,P ,)
iST'	 i,	 ,ut.rr'utir,t	 rhich	 r r turr,s
	
in	 p s	 the
s 	 rtin	 C. It
	
cte r	 ►,r Sitic.n	 t ► ..t	 ^•TQc occurs.	 If
ST S '_ c0eS tut CiLCtor in S T h I,	 r	 1s r Ntu rr+[r1.
T
	 Th(^)TK)
1FrST` is
	
o	 Suc rout ine	 ► ► ich	 delet	 t	 trailinj
blanks trc
	 thr• stri ,	;,Ih
u
	
	
LL_5T	 i s	 se:.rut)tin	 letrs all leauinn blank
frca: thr strinc S7-.
,I?L(z)Tf,)
^ : . r
	 is	 a	 •uretion	 „rnief.	 returns
	
IIt	 lennth	 in
e ►,ar,ct .rs
	 „f the: strin gy	S1'l r•,e-St hr ut, el. rrr• intecer in
tht	 cdlliI,	 pro,;r„ .
lot
PACK (u i f F	
OF 
I'ut^l^'
	 Al Sfy
PAGE IS
PAL 3, is a u t i litiy 1W0ltL(4UlAhYr)lhick tak cs. the bu f fer F. t'
cuntainin .,	 tytes of infcrmation storetj one	 n e r
	 worri	 anu
vac1,
 : tr,en, twu L.yt s p .,r w(.r A.
UNFACKCLUF,,,)
L- '.rnLt
	 is a uti I i t 	 suLrcLUt ine ,:hick takes
	
the	 t-uffrr
"LF	 cor,tainir;.
	
Is
	 'rtes cct	 lnfur. 1 .aticn stured t,.o rrr w u r a
an	 ,n 	 c 	 there It
	 ran , t • ytc p ► r wur'.
5.	 tLtit4ato "outines
I `,	 Lvx if. ata
	 culur	 , ranhic
	 aist lay	 nrocessur	 is
cont rut l y d	 t1,ruu_ .
	the
	 use	 of	 sft o f FU G'It.h	 callable
sutrcutine c .	 The	 r • Lriction of tl- r	 routines
	 5UF:.(iec
	
by
Lexicoto (pay : f- fLLn'
	 in tt . t it cLcurnentat icrr n-.anuals.
	 These
rur+tirnec	 . rV	 turL	 in	 the
	 liLrary fill: LYD^Ik..Lf• .	 Tn
aaniticn tr. tt.e	 LLxiu .t 	 Su; r  i e (
	 rcutine ,	 tnrtF , 	 other
roetir,v	 are	 incltufu in ttie Iirr0	 file.	 Tht) ..re DSCk^,
D" LT, ..r.0 DS.,I_ r. 	 T,	 llo„ ronn, f c r
	
the	 o(Icitiun	 L 	 the
traLIKL,d
	 LLrsc,r in the Ltxinoto r or) itur 9
 Lath t n r i u y s t i c k
ar,	 trier
	 C 	 4 unt t,.vr `cLn removpc.
D CnS(P%,ilL' )
u. RS	 i_	 a	 sut,ruutine	 w!.ich	 I c t i v tL's
	 tt'v	 eurscr
assoeiateu	 „ i t h	 th,	 trackho(L.
	 A PnaFin u* 1,c, or F puts
the eur::,r un ttte `.eretn ar,L L zt, rc) PC;WER rL r- UV('S it . a	 c
o r
	 a c t i v o t e s
	 t e e	 h e r u w u r e
	 7 L 0 M f U n C t i u n t o t ?,e
in<:iLatt(I Fuwtr ccrt - r,,; Lr. tt,e cursor.
' ^ I
79
ORIGINAT, PAGE: IS
Li r L r c I v F, , N P r Lt U F)
	
OF POOR QUALITY
kLl is a ;utroutine which rcecfy NP bytes of the color
Iu0r+ - t, r, tat lc startin	 of	 j - crvs	 D D k into the	 uffPr
	
E4 L)
T h i	 is a currectc
	 v v r	 of t ► e Lexi.iatd •-urPlirc routine
D:Lc.L.
Dt L 
L1	 i-	 sc•'rruttne	 i c n writes ^t
	 cytt5
	
into
	 the
Color lc.ck — ut	 tal L	 , tr^rt i 	 at i;nc • rPss ALDn trc,r^ tri p
 huf ter
HL,F.	 i h i •	 is a currecter, vcrsicr of t h t L(xi.at: Sur.;liPa
rouL	 DSL..'.
5.'.	 ` i .c• LI..r - r,.	 • uLtinrs
^uf- tticr.:LLy tte re 	 tI.	 tc,llo^ir	 routine	 which	 nay	 ► .e
cuIL	 irectt	 tr-m
	 tht- user I s Frurri	 w itI,uut ha vino t 
bait_.	 co"aidnc s  rin,.
DhI^T(1mL)
L, I S I
	
i^ . s.: rc)ut1nr tit . irt. Fr i n t c	 un	 t 	 cu^pole
	 d
densit y 	c istri ,
 U  ion	 c,f trio
	
is ,. c t, eiriv lisp	 yer•..	 If V A L
i, Lt• ss th.,n c,r eytdl to zc r 
	 a	 tocjrd	 s dl5,U	 crown	 at
the t-utt0irt u 	 trir	 tn; ^^r .
t X h r . 0 ( l r ' 1, L F• c)
L'r	 is	 •u`rcLtir;e
	 whic	 t a k P s
	 tt .P 	 irraot	 file
pr F°vicuslx	 ofvneu	 .rI	 ch,,nncl iH	 anH exponds it on a file
ureviuuSly oc tr,ea cn (.r annrl ('
	 to have n tcrrrdt c 
	
a	 one
di , c	 t L ,)ct	 hF,,cizr	 n(? the	 i	 s t o r P c one F i x r L E P r wore'.
T h F, s u - i r c e I f u "'. U mt, st hi ve L C t n f U I L t via	 S A V E 	 C L m i n a ri (I .
r h i ^ r o u t i r #- I r u , L. al ly uses to r(, r i v e r t in	 a n e s t o r e d in d
- p a L C r i f i ( i t- n t S t r r . u mtthu u
 t C -.'r) (" P f	 i d t I C C L SS .
A L J ( A h P , tr' )
k A 1.;; - ic.	 sufroulint: w hich returns  l.Ul-• randutr 	numbers
1 1 	 t- rL L
	
r r j y	 .	 T .• n uo	 e r s a r e i n th e r r - r n - 1.
1,	 i S	 t, S L r C C to	 n t	 y c n t	 n j	 e	 v L	 L r	 t f
r j n	 u. n umb e r r * t , n t: r	 r
r	 4, 1 , t i I i f. ^
r. f *, t, r	 i	 k, L:
	 r outu t i r,	 h a ve  1, e ri t.! r i i ten c c c c, r u ", n ^i to
t h	 V L i f i L	 t i	 S t , t 0 k, u PC Ve
	
L h ey	 t
	 :.e
	 cc, rr r. i L i t- d
an	 L, o f r o	 t	 I	 Ij	 a re
C	 s t a t v	 n t
F	 I	 o	 f i L	 L	 t	 not	 r, c	 tj L; u
or
F u	 .:ACC 	 L L
Thry dre i t- !i L i r	 a c L o r L i n	 tc	 t ti p f ollowin g s t a t f, fi, e r, s
L	 L	 S A V L P L T >
AY.	 f	 ' t , h	 , N -
	
I S C ( I L	 L ;NY C
L -, S Y	 S H I F T
L, F	 T	 E )io	 L	 F	 t L
L C L•r\ A	 F X	 >
u t	 r. y kj s v r r ci 	t	 Ft'.'.	 Fi,v C
	re
^oV
IrI
	 Fu(.c.(
^^.L y
 LAUhIX^•lu U';I p C 
-
T FOP T`.LL
Ul'
I' S/
t.	 :A,	 m(ntuti0n	 ctts
1 . 1 ( 7 'J
OF POOR QUALITY
I r	 c.l lt'kln	 115t 5	 tt,P 	 F+,PTr% P .	 i	 C	 Cti	 r rtr'l	 un1L
nur.. rs us(..	 in IL	 Cn(.	 t'« it	 u'I
fUrr:•c l ,.	 in	 t	 orr,,atter
1 _	 11	 r,	 c ((`	 cut;,ut , i	 ,,t	 (,n fur:.at t t '1
1	 l^t ttr
r t •i y	 f l l r
?1	 t l r -+r	 1'K	 JCC 'sStS
rrar
	
tai l 	 uCC"s5ct
3^J	 c	 j ( r 
	
1	 h	 .,CC'.sst1-
f
Ir.	 e	 t i s k	 t.r.	 ,	 ^trt.(.t	 rrS
. .	 t	 aF  s . :c'	 n ..i-.	 ..ith	 u r e ( (UCh ht-	 v 	 and	 J
S rtes
	 of	 i fl. a v	 vta LL C k 5	 7 r first wurc On thi	 htacer
It 	 is t t e im	 t	 Cunt:c • icn nvthur.	 CurrFnti - tr,t rt are i2, r,
t	 rOu 	 USC'..	 T -,t	 rE: l• — 1 c"«f z c tCr' U lint i iAeL r 
..c r	 !	 1	 - i	 a 5tur t 	 ir,	 r 	 -t r ' t`	 tthc..	 ith	 t 
first	 ten	 'its it cocri	 r.. `ur	 ttie run cur,nt anr. the last
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Geographic Data Base Image Processing at Mississippi State
by Rena A. Haynes, Mississippi State University
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A geographic image as stored in a computer is simply data
that can be processed to array form which, when displayed,
represents a two- or three-dimensional image. Generally, several
images, related by a common geographic location, are needed to
provide end users, that is, persons involved in cartographic,
land management, and other geographic applications, with adequate
information. The reasons for maintaining related geographic
images in a common data bank are much the same as those for
storing any related data in such a form. 	 The need to access
several images at one time dictates the need for centralized
storage. Also, an image data base allows independence of image
processing functions from image data while at the same time
reducing the overhead associated with maintaining multiple files.
Operations performed on an image data base are much like
operations performed o.. any data base.	 The data must be
maintained and updated; queries answered; hard copy reports
generated. However, processing an image data base is nt,.:essLrily
different from processing a non.-image data base primarily due to
the fact that the basic unit of an image data base is an image, a
visual form of information. While image components, that is,
This research was supported in part by the Office of Space
and Terrestrial Applications under NASA Grant 45001054.
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pixels, or cells, and scanlines, or rows or columns of cells, may
be individually accessed and processed, they are not meaningful
taken outside the context of the image. Most operations on an
image produce another image. in this sense traditional data base
software is not easily adaptable to processing an image data
base.
To effectively utilize the image data base, an image
processing system, preferably interactive, should provide update,
display, and hard copy functions. The update function must
provide the ability to add, delete, and replace data base images
as well as edit or change an existing data base image. This
function allows a dynamic data base which provides decision
makers with up-to-date information.	 The display capability,
' manipulating and displaying any set of data base images, is
perhaps the broadest defined and most impoi-taut function. This
function supplies the means for answering user queries to the
data base, and as such, it is the must utilized function in the
data base image processing system. The ;lard copy function,
producing a printed or plotted output of any image, provides for
the ease of transporting information as well as a permanent
record of information.
Implementation of a data base image processing system is
dependent to a certain extent on hardware configurations. At
Mississippi State University the image processing facility
consists of a 640 by 480 raster scan color t.v. monitor
controlled by a monitor routine resident
	
in	 a	 Nova	 3
II
microcomputer and provides the capability of displaying up to 64
different colors at one time. The image processing system is
connected as a peripheral to a host Data General Eclipse S130
with 256k U ytes of main memory. Also peripheral to the Eclipse
are a 96 megabyte disc, a 9-track 800 b.p.i. tape drive, and a
Varian electrostatic printer/plotter.
Display Functions
The dislay function for a geographic data base image
processing system includes both capabilities basic to any image
processing system and higher level capabilities which process the
image data both prior and subsequent to ut.lizing the basic
display functions.	 The basic functions include capabilities,
such as drawing or displaying point, line, or array data; zooming
or windowing in on the current display; changing the color or
tone of an image segment in the current display; retrieving
point, line, or array data from the current display; etc.	 While
the basic image processing functions are necessary for the
geographic data base image processing system, the primary concern
of this discussion is the higher level functions which are
responsible for processing image data in order to respond to user
queries. These higher level functions include: 1) the capability
of overli-ying, or combining, data base images or image subsets,
where an image subset is defined to be any image segment included
in a particular gray level range; 2) the capability of logically
manipulating data base images and/or image subsets; and 3) the
capability of determining a proximity, or distance, frcin any
image segment.
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Overlaying Images
Overlaying images can be broken down into two categori(-s.
First, a user might wish to overlay o, combine any number of data
base images or image subsets. In this case the selected images
must be retrieved from the data base, combined into one image,
and finally displayed.
The retrieval of data base images is accomplished by an
independent I/O routine which returns a buffer containing a
scanline of each selected image. Initially, the input routine
performs a read to determine pointers, contained in a header
record, to the first line of each selected image. Next a read is
performed to retrieve the first. scanlines. 	 Once the correct
images are located, a link is maintained to the next scanline of
each image. Before returning, the routine consecutively fills a
buffer with the selected image scanlines.
After the retrieval process, an output buffer is built to
contain a scanline of the combined image. First, the buffer,
initialized to zero, is filled with the scanline of the first
data base image selected. Subsequently, each nonzero element, or
if the user specified a subclass range, each element within that
range, of each succeeding data base image scanline is offset by a
constant factor and placed in the appropriate buffer cell.
Finally, the buffer is displayed, the input routine is recalled,
and the display buffer is reinitialized to zero.	 The cycle is
continued until the number of lines displayed is equal to the
number of lines in a data base image.
The second overlay operation consists of overlaying a
current display with any combination of data base images or image
subsets.	 In this case, instead of initializing the display
buffer to zero, it is initialized by retrieving the appropriate
scanline from the display. The rest of the procedure is the same
as the first overlay operation. The overlay process using a 4 by
4 matrix to represent an image is illustrated in the following
example:
Image 1	 Image 2
	
Image 3	 Result
. •
1 2 10 2
2 2 10 5
2 10 5 5
10 10 5 5
(15 *0 offset)
0 3 0 0
3 0 0 0
0 3 0 0
0 3 0 0
(15*1 offset)
0 0 0 0
1	 1	 1	 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
(15*2 offset)
1	 18 10 2
31 31 31 31
2 18 5 5
10 18 5 5
Logical Manipulation
In many instances no single image maintained in a geographic
data base contains all the information needed by the user. On
the other hand, an image may contain more information than is
required or desired. Many times the appropriate information is
obtainable through a logical manipulation of data base images.
"""^
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Sometimes the information is contained in several data base
images or image subsets. In this case the capability of
producing an image that contains the union, or OR-ING, of data
base images is needed. An OR-ING of two images represented by 4
by 4 matrices is exemplified by the following:
Image 1	 Image 2	 Result
1	 0 0 2	 0	 1	 1	 0	 1	 1	 1	 1
1	 0 0 2 OR	 0	 1	 1	 0	 1	 1	 1	 1
1 0 0 0	 2 0 0 0	 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0	 0 0 1	 1	 1 0 1	 1
At other times the information requested is contained in the
intersection, or AND-ING, of data base images or image subsets.
The follc,r:ng example illustrates the AND-ING operation:
Image 1	 Image 2	 Result
1 1 0 0	 0 0 1 0	 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 AND 0 0 1 1 -	 0 0 1	 1
0 0 0 0	 0 0 1 0
	 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1	 0 0 0 1	 0 0 0 1
Another function, having precedence over the other two, is needed
to segment and regroup data base images in order to omit
information unnecessary for the immediate query and to combine
subsets that form one logical set in the current query. An
example of this operation is shown below:
. a
Image
	
Seg & Regroup of
Image Segment < 4
1	 1 5 5 1 1 0	 0
1	 2 5 5 1 1 0	 0
2	 2 5 5 1 1 0	 0
2	 2 2 5 1 1 1	 0
The implementation of these logical functions require software to
1) interpret user queries, 2) encode user queries into executable
commands, and 3) execute encoded commands.
Since user queries to the geographic image data base should
be input in as much a natural language form as possible, an
interpreter to syntactically parse and semantically analyze the
query is desirable. One method to accomplish this is through a
transition network which analyzes a user command in a top down,
left to right fashion.	 The input is broken into tokens in a
sc annar routine which passes them, one at a time, to a parsing
program which determines if the token will allow a transition
from the current state to another state.
	 If there is no
transition with the current token, the syntax analyzer outputs an
error message containing information about what tokens are
allowable in the current state and returns control to the user
for another command.	 If an allowable transition exists, the
parser takes that transition and calls a semantics routine which
generates an internal code to be executed upon completion of a
successful parse.
T"
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All tokens except general delimiters, such as blanks and
commas, generate internal code since even the designation of a
data base image requires a retrieval operation at execution. The
general form of a user command, where brackets signify optional
tokens, is
Image(Seg ` Rnp roup) { AND/OR OP Image{ Seg & P,egroup} } * ( End Val) .
Data base images are designated via acronyms mairtained in a
descriptive file or through image code specification. Image
segmentation and regrouping operations are indicated by either
relational operators, such as, equal, not equal, less than, less
than or equal, greater than, greater than or equal, followed by a
numeric value or by specification of subclasses. The AND and OR
operations are	 specified by the keywords "AND" and "OR"
respectively or by special symbols "A ll and "V". An ending value
which is used to set the result of an operation to a value other
than the default value, is specified by the keyword "EQUAL"
followed by a numeric value. Several logical manipulations can
be specified in a single command with the order determined in a
left to right manner unless otherwise denoted by parentheses. An
image can also be produced iteratively, us=ing the display as
intermediate storage.
Once the input has been parsed, the scannar returns a
special image which signifies the end of a user command. The
semantic action associated with 'Chis image is to encode a stop
command and call a routine to execute the encoded command buffer.
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The execution stage is responsible for retrieving appropriate
images, segmenting and regrouping an image where specified,
performing the AND-ING or OR-ING operation, and displaying the
resul t, one scanline at a time. If more than one operation is
specified, the result is used as an operand for the next
operation. When operations are grouped by parentheses, the
execution recursively determines the result of the operation in
parentheses.
Proximity Operation
Occasionally, the fact that certain pixels in an image
contain a particular value is not as important as the pixels
within a certain distance from those pixels. This proximity, or
distance, information may be needed for any data base image
subset or any result of a logical operation. 	 Therefore, it is
appropriate to consider this function as an operation upon a
displayed image.
Distance can be defined in	 a	 four- or eight-cell
neighborhood context.	 The four-cell neighborhood of a pixel
contains cells horizontally or vertically adjacent to that pixel,
while the eight-cell neighborF^od als, inc;,..jes cells diagonally
adjacent to that pixel. 	 Implenr:ntations of both four- and
eight-cell neighborhood distances generally require the use of
intermediate storage.
At Mississippi State the geographic data base
	 image
processing system includes an implementation of a four-cell
i1
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neighbonccod proximity operation. This implementation uses the
raster s,,an . , is-lay refresh memory as intermediate storage. A
maximum distance of nine cells is considered relevant so that any
cell that is more than nine cells away is still given a distance
value of nine.
Initially, the user is prompted for the intensity value
(between 0 and 63) of the image segment upon which the distance
operation is to be performed. If this intetisity value, or object
value, is less than ten, the image is preprocessed left to right,
top to bottom changing the value of any cell equal to the object
value to that value plus tcn and changing the value of any cell
equal to the object value plus ten to the object value; finally,
ten is added to the object value.
Once .hL: object intensity value is determined, the image is
ft	 processed two scanl ines at a time first from top to bottom then
from bottom to top. Initially, the first scanline is processed
with a buffer whose elements have a value of nine and a counter
initialized at 9. Next the second scanline is retrieved and
processed wtih the first and so on until the last scanline has
been processed. The top to bottom stage is accomplished by
processing each scanline pair from top to bottom, then left to
right, then right to left changing any cell whose value is equal
to the object value to zero at the same time changing the counter
to the new cell value and there incrementing the counter by one to
a maximum of nine, indexing into the next cell, and setting the
cell value to the counter if the cell value is greater than the
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counter.	 If a cell has a value less than the counter, the
counter is set to that value. A default value of nine is given
to any cell for which a distance value cannot be determined in
the first stage.
iY^e second , or bottom to top, stage is accomplished by
initially processing the last scanline with a buffer whose
elements have a value of nine and a counter initialized to nine.
Then the next to last scanline is retrieved and processed with
the last in a bottom to top mannar.
 . The procedure for processing
the image from bottom to top is the same as the procedure for
processing the image from top to bottom with the exceptions that
the scanlines are processed only in a bottom to top m,-nner and no
default values are set. Upon completion of the second stage, the
CL-rent display contains the proximity image. An example of the
proximity process with the object intensity value ^-t at ten is
given below:
Initial Image	 1st Top to
Bottom Pass
10 0 0 0 0 9 9	 9
10 10 0 0 0 0 4	 9
100 0 0 100 0	 0
10 1c 10 0 10 10 10 0
It
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0 1 2 3 0 1 2	 3
0 0 1 2 0 0 1	 2
10 0 0 0 10 0 0	 0
10 10 10 0 10 10 10 0
End of Stage 1
	 1st Bottom to Top
0 1 2 3 0 1 2	 3
0 0 1 2 0 0 1	 2
0 1 2 3 0 1 1	 2
0 0 0 1 0 0 0	 1
End of Stage 2
0 1 2 3
0 0 1 2
0 1	 1 2
0 0 0 1
Update Functions
The methods used to update an image data base are dependent
to a great Extent on the physical structure of the data base.
Since an image in array form can have a large storage
, •equirement, the need f.,r procedures to minimize this storage
-equirement is important, especially when centralized storage of
several images is desired.	 Another important consideration
Of	
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because of the need to access several data base images in one
operation is Lae enhancement of a mode of making multiple logical
accesses to the data base with one physical access. These
considerations are important in the geographic image processing
system at Mississippi State.
One method to reduce storage requ ,Are.-^ncs is to store
consecutive	 pixels whose values are equivalent as a run,
specifying only the length and intensity value of the run. 	 This
runlength code is relatively simple to implement and is easily
expanded for many image processing fur.etions, especially the
display functions.	 One way to facilitate the multiple access
mode is to physically store images in an interleaved fashion in
which the	 to p scanlines of all the images are stored
consecutively followed by all of the second scanlines and so on.
Each scanline pertaining to the same image is connected via a
link which points to its succeeding scanline. 	 The initial
scanline of an image may be found by a search of the first input
buffer or through pointers maintained in a header record of the
data base.	 The header record also contains other information
needed to process the data base as well as descriptive data.
	 In
particular, the other information needed for pr,)cessing includes
the maximum number of images in the data base, the maximum number
of scanlines in an image, and the maximum number of pixels in a
scanl ine.
While this physical structure facilitates the
	 display
functions as well as reducing storage requirements, it makes the
.a
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task of updating the data base somewhat complex. To simplify the
update	 function,	 subfunctions	 are	 defined	 I - -owly.
Specifically, the subfunctions in the geographic data base 'mage
processing system at Mississippi State are ADD, DELETE, REPLACE,
CHANGE, and DIGITIZE.
The add subfunction is defined as incorporating the image
i
	 currently being displayed as the last image in the data base.
Since the data base is stored in an interleaved form, this
addition requires a change in each scanline link except those
maintained in the header and the null pointers contained in last
scanline of each image.
	 Consequently, the data base is
rewritten, changing link values as well as adding the new image.
Pr y^r to the fil • st data write, a header record containing the new
descriptive :ata, pointers to the initial image scanlines,
including the new image, and the image processing information is
f
written to the new data base file.
The delete subfunction is defined as the removal of a
current data base image. Unlike the add subfunction, deletion
does not reouire a display; however, de'_etio ►
 does require
scanline links to be changed, and like the add subfunction,
delete requires the data base to be rewritten.
The replace subfunction is defined as the removal of a
current data base image and the addition of the current display
in place of that image. Conceivably, this subfunction could be
executed without requiring that the data base be rewritten since
the num,)er of scanline runs in the new image coi n ' Se equal to or
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less than the number in the current data base image. However, to
maintain the integrity of the scanline links and minimal storage
requirements, the data base is rewritten.
The change subfunction is defined as the interactive update
of image segments within a data base image that is being
displayed. The implementation of this subfunction allows the
user to first specity the data base image he wishes to change,
next to specify whether he wishes to change point or area image
components, and finally to change values associated with the
image component he has selected.
If an area image component has been selected, the user
identifies the window area by use of a trackball and a screen
cursor. The software then copies this window to an unused
portion of the display. Within this new area image component
values can be changed. At any time the user can decide to define
a new window in the original image, in which case the previous
e display area is erased, or to replace the window as it has been
changed. Once the image has been changed, the user must use
either the add or replace subfunction in order to place the new
image in the data base.
The digitize subfunction is	 defined as	 the	 addition of
pixels defined by	 digitized data to the current display. This
subfunction requires the capability of automatically generating
data base x-y coordinates for the pixels defined by the digitized
data which is input from a file separate from the data base. As
the x-y coordinates of the	 pixels are determined, 	 theI
ow
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corresponding image cells are given a value that has been
previously defined by the user. As in the change subfunction, to
include the resulting image in the data base, the user must
initiate the add or replace subfunction.
Hard Copy Function
Tfie hard copy function is important in any image processing
system in order to assure a portable physical record of image
information. This function is supplied in the geographic data
base image processing system at Mississippi State by software
which accepts the current display as input and processes this
input,	 several	 scanlines at a time for output to the
electrostatic printer/plotter.	 This procedure
	 retrieves
scanlines from the raster scan display refresh memory, maps the
scanline pixel values onto corresponding plotter 	 intensity
values, and initiates a binary write of the resulting data to the
plotter.
Conclusion
When several images are required to supply information, a
data base system provides an efficient and effective means of
processing this data. We have concentrated here on a particular
implementation of a geographic data base image processing system.
Like most data base systems, the geographic data base image
4	 processing system includes software to update and maintain data,
to respond to user queries, and to produce hard copy reports.
Y
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Because of the large storage requirements in both image
processing functions and image maintenence, methods to reduce
storage requirements have been included; however, at the same
time consideration is given to methods of achieving efficient
processing as -:Pe11 as efficient storage.
Of
APPENDIX VI
1STATUS OF SUITABILITY MODEL FOR USE
BY THE MISSISSIPPI STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
INTRODUCTION
During 1979, Dr. W. Frank Miller contacted the Mississippi State Highway
Department to discuss the use of remote sens i ng in the environmental evaluation
of alternative highway locations.
An agreement was reached to study the proposed U.S. Highway 78 corridor
east of Fulton to the Alabama/Mississippi State Line. This area had previously
beE, assessed under the Department's normal environmental processes and dis-
cussed in the Environmental Impact Statement (1975).
At the time Dr. Miller initiated the remote sensing project, the highway
design studies were in an advanced stage of development. In fact, several weeks
prior to Dr. Miller's initial contact with the Department, personnel had completed
a Plans-In-Hand field inspection.
This inspection had revealed the possibility of design modifications in
order to attempt to minimize wetland involvement within the Bull Mountain Creek
floodplain.
Dr. Miller's use of remote sensing and suitability modeling appeared to
satisfy a need for a tool to use in additional evaluation.
METHODS
The basic technique is described in detail in "Rational Land Use Decision-
Making: The Natchez State Park" (1979).
Although the method is probably best used in the environmental asse.,sment
of large land areas at initial stages of project development, it was felt that
for the purpose of demonstrating the overall utility of the method, Dr. Miller
should have full latitude in the assessment.
Accordingly, the Department furnished all elementary information requested
for development of the model. The selection of variables and Suitability
ratings used in the data base information system was left to Dr. Miller and an
interdisciplinary team created by him.
This procedure assured the minimization of bias and full consideration of
environmental components.
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It was recognized that the results of the method were not, in themselves,
a decision but rather a tool to be used in the decision-making process. The
computer model would indicate areas of potential lowest impact of those variables
selected. However, economic, engineering and certain other environmental criteria
would require separate application in the decision-making process.
Following the completion of the suitability model and computer runs, Depart-
ment environmental personnel met with Dr. Miller to discuss the results.
The Department has been pleased not only with the application of the method
to large area assessment, but also with the utility of the method for smaller
areas.
Although the study area was small and had previously been assessed through
photographic analysis and on-site evaluation, the graphic portrayal of environ-
mental suitability can lend much to the decision-making process.
FUTURE CONSIDERATION
Dr. Miller's ultimate contribution to the method is technology transfer
rather than contract consultive in nature. This approach favors consideration
of the method in application to highway development.
1The test of effectiveness and eventual use by Department-trained personnel
will depend upon the acceptance of the method by the public and by Federal and
State Agencies resposible for environmental review and evaluation of highway
projects or components of highway projects.
The use of the method on a small scale may be tested shortly by the
Department in its coordination with Federal and State Agencies on wetland
issues.
